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1. Introduction 

Growing awareness of environmental risks related to storage and transportation of chemicals and 
fossil fuels has increased the pressure to develop structures more resistant to impact and collision 
loads. Thin-walled structures used broadly in storage and transportation of hazardous substances 
inflict the highest risk for the environment, property and humans since they are especially vulner-
able to puncture, see Figure 1. In water transportation, puncture of structures can occur due to ship 
collision, grounding or hostile action. The resulting opening in a side or bottom structure of an oil 
tanker or chemical carrier can cause serious environmental damage especially in sensitive shore 
areas. These accidents are potentially very costly due to clean-up operations and lost property, and 
thus are a burden to society. Therefore, structure’s ability to resist high local load without fractur-
ing can be the only factor preventing disaster. Therefore, understanding fracture phenomenon and 
ability to simulate fracture in large thin-walled structures is crucial in order to design collision-
resistant or crashworthy structures. Furthmore, the concept of crashworthiness lends itself to 
broad class of military infrastructure that in certain situations are subject to large deformations 
and fracture. 

 

Figure 1. To model ductile fracture in large structures simulation method must be able to bridge different length 
scales.  

Simulation-based-design is the most cost-effective and fastest approach to determine the response 
of shell structures in case of fracture. However, when the structures being analysed become large, 
detailed modelling of the fracture process becomes prohibitive, considering current software and 
hardware capabilities. Therefore, analysis of large thin-walled structures is commonly performed 
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with large shell elements due to the limits of computational capacity. While computationally effi-
cient, the size of the large structural shell elements imposes restrictions on how the fracture initi-
ation and propagation can be modelled in large structures. In other words, the governing challenge 
is how to represent micro-scale phenomena of fracture initiation with large plane-stress shell ele-
ments, see Figure 1.  

In overcoming these challenges, the first step is to characterise the material behaviour until frac-
ture under different stress state. In this context, stress state is important since material fracture 
ductility, i.e., how much we can deform the material before it fails, depends on the stress state. Once 
we know the material behaviour until fracture, we have to adjust the fracture strain to be suitable 
for large shell elements used in practical finite element simulations. Whether the adjustment made 
are reasonable can be only assessed through comparison with experimental results. 
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2. Research objectives and accomplishment 
plan 

The objective of this project is to determine how well we can characterize the structural perfor-
mance under large deformations using non-linear finite element simulations based on shell ele-
ments and state-of-the-art fracture modelling approaches. This is achieved through comparison of 
numerical and experimental results. Therefore, the specific objectives of present study are: 

 
1. Determination steel behaviour until fracture initiation at different stress states using cus-

tom defined tensile specimens in of thin-walled structures (thickness of 1.5 and 3 mm). 
This includes the determination of fracture curve that relates fracture strain to specific 
stress state. Corresponding numerical simulations are performed to validate the material 
curve that will be used in large-scale panel simulations.  

 
2. Determination of structural response of sandwich and stiffened panels under large defor-

mations using clamped plate experiments. Force and displacement are the main variables 
recorded during experiments and the energy absorbed by the structure is defined based on 
this. In some tests, also digital image correlation will be used to measure surface displace-
ments and strains are to be extracted from these using the basic assumptions of continuum 
mechanics. 

 
3. Comparison of sandwich and stiffened panel performance regarding crashworthiness and 

energy dissipation. This includes the validation of the simulation approach for both struc-
tures and identification of the problems in simulations. Focus in on force–displacement- 
relations and observed fracture paths. Also the influence of cold temperature based on 
measured trends is identified.  
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3. Tensile Experiments 

The main objective of tensile experiments was to characterize the mechanical properties of panel 
material at different stress states. Specifically, we are interested about the plastic behaviour (hard-
ening curve) and the fracture ductility (point of fracture initiation). Therefore, quasi-static tensile 
tests were performed at room and low temperature with different tensile specimens. Specimens 
were custom defined in order to obtain different stress states at the point of fracture initiation. 
This allows us to predict fracture in large-scale structures where fracture happens under different 
stress states. Various stress states arise in the structure due to the non-linear evolving contact, 
large deformations and complex boundary conditions; see the definition of stress states in Figure 
2. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Stress states arising due to different loading condition. Different tensile specimens to characterise the 
material behaviour under different stress states. A) Uniaxial tension (UT), b) central-hole (CH), c) plane strain 

(PS) and d) shear (S) specimen. 
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In room temperature, three tests were performed with each specimen, and in low temperature, two 
tests were performed with each specimen. Although low temperature panel experiments were not 
performed, the tensile test data at low temperatures will provide sufficient amount of information 
regarding influence of temperature on material response and fracture ductility. Thus, once the 
simulation approach is validated for room temperatures we can make predictions regarding panel 
behaviour at low temperatures and juxtapose these predictions with the ones currently available 
in the literature to give some insight regarding the effect of low temperature. 

3.1.1 Material  

Material of specimens is standard structural steel S235JR with following nominal values for me-
chanical properties defined in standard EN 10025-2: ReH = 235MPa, Rm = 360…510MPa and elon-
gation after fracture of 26%. Two plate thicknesses are considered corresponding to thicknesses 
used in the large-scale panels: 1.5 mm and 3 mm. Table 1 Preliminiary analysis show that elastic 
modulus of material is 197GPa, upper yield limit being 295MPa and lower yield limit is about 
280MPa. Ultimate strength is 370MPa. Therefore, material fulfills standard requirements pre-
sented above. Detailed results are presented in the following.  

3.1.2 Specimen preparation 

All the specimens were extracted from the face sheets of the panels using band saw machine as de-
picted in Figure 3. The final dimensions were achieved by CNC milling. This procedure minimizes 
the machining introduced imperfections which can significantly affect the resulting fracture 
strain in the specimens; for the additional discussion on machining affected zone, see Roth and 
Mohr (2015). Details of the tested specimens are given in Table 1. 

In order to extract the displacments in the specimen surface using digital image correlation 
(DIC) analysis, specimen surface must be specially prepared. The reason is that accuracy of the 
DIC procedure depends mainly on the quality of the speckle pattern applied on the specimen sur-
face. In current tests, two alternative approaches were used to generate the pattern. First, we used 
printed “tattoo” paper glued on the specimen surface. Printing allows effortless control of the pat-
tern resolution rendering the process easily adjustable for different tests. Tailored resolutions are 
advantageous as the small gauge section of the shear specimens required higher resolution meas-
urements and thus, also finer pattern. However, ductility of the paper can be lower than that of 
steel, especially during large out-of-plane displacements, meaning that point of fracture initiation 
cannot be reliably determined. The latter issue is bypassed by directly applying the pattern on the 
specimen surface. Therefore, as an alternative approach laser printer powder was introduced on 
the specimen surfaces using a fine steel net (mesh density of 0.125 mm) and permanently embed-
ded on the surface upon heating the specimens in the furnace about 30 minutes under 150 degrees. 
Drawback of this method is that there is limited control over the quality of the pattern, which some-
times included larger inclusions with multiple speckles overlapping, or conversely, whitespaces, 
where speckle density was scarce. Both patterns are shown in Figure 4.  
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Figure 3. Specimens were cut from the face sheets of the panels.  

 

Figure 4. Example of patterns for DIC measurements: a) printed and b) powder.  

Table 1. Details of the performed experiments at room temperature. 

 

3.1.3 Test set-up 

The tensile tests were performed using a 100 kN MTS servo-hydraulic universal testing machine 
with an MTS Teststar Controller for displacement control. The test set-up is shown in Figure 5. 
The cross-head velocity of the actuator ranged from 0.2 mm/min to 1 mm/min, depending on the 
specimen, see Table 1. During testing, the force (using load cell) and displacement (MTS) were rec-
orded. Additionally, in room temperature tests displacement fields on one side of the specimen sur-
face were measured with a high-resolution (2 Mpxl) digital camera Lavision Imager Pro X 2M 
equipped with 105 mm Nikon lense at a frequency of 2 Hz. The images were post-processed using 
a LAVISION digital image correlation (DIC) software to acquire local strain data. The system was 
set up so that force signal from MTS is included in the DIC measurement data, which enables cor-
relating the force and displacements signals later in the analysis.  

Tests	1	-	Sping
Mechanical	property	data	from	the	quasi-static	tensile	tests	performed	at	room	temperature.

Test	specimen	id. t1 t2 t	(average) w Pattern Loading	speed	(mm/min) DIC	type Lenses Subset	[pixel] Step	[pixel] Speckle	size	[µm] Resolution	[µm/pixel]
UT-1-3 2.98 2.98 2.98 15.08 print 2 planar
UT-2-3 3.00 2.97 2.99 15.04 spray 2 planar
UT-1-15 1.51 1.50 1.51 14.97 print 2 planar
UT-2-15 1.52 1.52 1.52 15.01 spray 2 planar
CH-1-3 3.00 3.01 3.01 20.05 spray 1 planar
CH-2-3 3.00 2.99 3.00 20.02 spray 1 planar
CH-3-3 3.00 2.98 2.99 20.01 spray 1 planar
CH-1-15 1.50 1.48 1.49 20.01 spray 1 planar
CH-2-15 1.50 1.50 1.50 20.00 spray 1 planar
CH-3-15 1.51 1.52 1.52 20.04 spray 1 planar
PST-1-3 2.99 3.00 3.00 - print 0.2 planar
PST-2-3 3.00 3.00 3.00 - spray 0.2 planar
PST-3-3 3.00 3.00 3.00 - spray 0.2 planar 	
PST-1-15 1.51 1.50 1.51 - print 0.2 planar
PST-2-15 1.50 1.50 1.50 - spray 0.2 planar
PST-3-15 1.51 1.51 1.51 - spray 0.2 planar
S1-15 1.54 1.54 1.54 - spray 0.2 planar
S3-15 1.54 1.55 1.55 - spray 0.2 planar
S1-3 3.01 3.01 3.01 - spray 0.2 planar
S3-3 3.01 3.00 3.01 - spray 0.2 planar

CH

UT

PST

Shear
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3.2.1 Force-elongation 

The force-elongation data measured using MTS machine in tensile tests are shown in Figure 6. In 
general, a good repeatability of the tests is observed with respect to both the force-elongation and 
the displacement to fracture. The largests variation in displacement to fracture occurs in thicker 
(t=3 mm) shear specimens, see Figure 6 (a).  
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3.2.2 Material behavior 

The fracture strain for each specimen was determined through hybrid experimental-numerical 
procedure. This involves analysis of DIC data and corresponding numerical simulations with each 
test until fracture to obtain the stress and strain histories at the material point where fracture ini-
tiates. Therefore, numerical simulations play a central role in developing, analyzing and validating 
ductile fracture experiments. Until the point of necking true stress-strain curve or the material 
hardening curve is estimated from the corresponding engineering values determined with uniaxial 
tension (UT) specimen. Beyond point of necking deformations localize whereby high stress and 
strain gradients appear over a limited region of the sheet, while in the exterior zones some unload-
ing and softening can take place (Figure 7). Consequnetly, the engineering stress and strain are not 
anymore representative of the corresponding local values in the middle of the neck.  

 

Figure 7. Localization of strains shown for 3 mm uniaxial tension specimen.  

Therefore, an inverse iterative approach was used to represent post-necking part of the hardening 
curve (Tardif and Kyriakides, 2012). This involved modifying the true stress-true plastic strain 
material curve beyond point of necking with piecewise linear extensions until the calculated force-
elongation response matched the experimental one. This process is detailed in the following. The 
plastic behaviour of the steel material is described with standard J2 von Mises plasticity and asso-
ciated flow rule. Yield function is given as 

𝑓 = 𝜎 − 𝑘 = 0, 
where 𝜎 is the von Mises equivalent stress and k is the deformation resistance (yield stress) defined 
through the hardening law 

𝑑𝑘 = 𝐻 𝜀+ 𝑑𝜀+, 
where 𝜀+  is equivalent plastic strain. Until the point of necking modified Swift law provides a good 
approximation of the deformation resistance: 

𝑘 =
𝜎,

𝐴 𝜀+ + 𝜀,,/00
1
𝑖𝑓𝜀+ ≤ 𝜀+456/57	
𝑖𝑓𝜀+ > 𝜀+456/57	

 

where A and n are the hardening parameters and σ0 is the initial yield stress. To account for the 
existence of a strain plateau, the hardening is delayed until the plastic strain reaches the plateau 
strain 𝜀+456/57. Thus,	𝜀0,eff is defined by the relation 

𝜀,,/00 = 𝜀, − 𝜀+456/57 =
𝜎,
𝐴

;
1 − 𝜀+456/57. 
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All the material parameters are defined in Table 2. True stress-true plastic strain curves generated 
according to above definition are shown in Figure 24. Similar iterative procedure was used to de-
termine the true stress-strain curve of the 1.5 mm material shown in Figure 24 (b).  

Table 2. Plasticity parameters for both materials 

Thickness 

[mm] 

A  n sy Eplat e0 H1 (ep>0.2) H2 

(ep>0.47) 

T = 3  680 0.2 280 0.0121 0.0051 470 400 

      H1 (ep>0.2) H2 

(ep>0.3) 

T = 1.5 640 0.21 270 0 0.016412 500 400 

 
Logarithmic strains were measured during experiments using DIC. However, since the post-pro-
cessing of the DIC results is more time consuming than initially anticipated DIC results are left out 
of the present report. The basic approach that will be used contains finding the equivalent strain 
from the measured surface strains assuming assuming plastic incompressibility  
 

𝜀 =
2
3

𝜀?@ + 𝜀;𝜀@ + 𝜀??@ 	 (1) 
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Laser welded stiffened and sandwich steel panels were indented quasi-statically with a spherical 
steel bulb to simulate collision of thin-walled structure, e.g. ship hull with rigid object. Experiments 
function as a benchmark for collision simulations whereas more general objectives are: 

 
• to investigate the general performance of panels under large deformations including frac-

ture process in panels from initiation to propagation 
• determine the influence of welds on the panel performance 
• provide experimental data that can be used to validate and verify fracture modelling ap-

proaches.  

 
This chapter includes detailed description of the specimens, test setup, test procedure of the panel 
experiments and corresponding results. 

Two types of stiffened steel plates were tested; sandwich panels (SW) and stiffened panels (SP), 
five pieces of both.. Panels were manufactured by Koneteknologiakeskus in Turku, Finland from 
steel sheets produced by SSAB. Geometry, material and weld properties of the specimens are pre-
sented in this chapter. 

4.1.1 Geometry 

Geometry and theoretical dimensions of panels are shown in Figure 8. Sandwich panels consist of 
face plates connected to each other with stiffeners. Stiffener spacing is about 120mm for both pan-
els. Face plates and stiffeners are welded together with laser stake welds. Material of both panels 
is standard structural steel S235 as described in the previous Section. 

4.1.2 Welds 

Welds cause changes in microstructure of the material and can induce residual stresses in the ma-
terial. Changes in microstructure in form of heat affected zone (HAZ) and difference between base 
material and weld can have significant effect on behavior of the structure in terms of ductility. 
Therefore, hardness measurements were performed on stake weld cross-section to examine 
whether hardness gradients are exceptional. Hardness profile measured from a sandwich panel la-
ser stake weld is shown in Figure 9 and complete measurements are reported in Appendix 3. Weld-
ing process of sandwich panels is same as stiffened panels, thus results can be applied on stiffened 
panel welds. Based on Classification Societies’ Guidelines for the Approval of CO2-Laser Welding, 
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welds are not exceptionally brittle and their behavior can therefore be assumed ductile (BV, DNV, 
GL etc., 1996). 

 

 

 

The quasi-static indentation experiments were conducted at the Strength of Material laboratory 
in Aalto University. Test set-up used in experiments is shown in Figure 10.  

4.2.1 Force input system 

Hydraulic force cylinder 3 with capacity of 1MN was mounted with M24 bolts on the middle of the 
loading frame 2. Loading frame was installed on two loading plates on the floor, each having load-
carrying capacity of 1MN. Applied indentation force was measured with 1MN force transducer 
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connected to bottom end of the force cylinder. Bulb indenter 6 was mounted on force transducer 
using adapter 5 in between. Adapter was used to shift indenter closer to the panels because of the 
limited cylinder stroke. Indenter could rotate during indentation to protect force sensor from 
bending moments. Ball joint allowing rotations consists of two separate parts that are not fixed in 
axial direction. Four springs were installed between indenter and force sensor to prevent move-
ment of indenter in unloaded position. Manufacturing drawing of the indenter can be found in Ap-
pendix 5. 

 

Figure 10. Overview of the test set-up: (1) support structure, (2) loading frame, (3) force cylinder, (4) force trans-
ducer, (5) adapter, (6) bulb indenter, (7) displacement transducers, (8) strain gages, (9) amplifier system, (10) 

measurement control system and (11) DIC system. 

4.2.2 Panel clamping configuration 

Large number of panel tests motivated a clamping and support design configuration that allowed 
fast assembly as well as removal of specimens after tests. The support structure is illustrated in Fig-
ure 11 (a), where the square sandwich panel specimen is fully edge clamped between two picture 
frame type support plates made from standard structural steel S355. The back-support plate was 
bolted to an I-beam frame resting on a concrete support base. A 25 mm diameter, 62-hole pattern 
with internal (female) threads in a back-support plate allowed edge clamping the test panels with 
top support (clamping) plate. Edge clamping was achieved by 62 M24 bolts (grade 10.9) with exter-
nal (male) treads without using a traditional nut. A tightening torque of 800Nm was used delivering 
a total clamping force of ~9 MN (see Appendix 1.5 for details). Clamping width in all edges was 120 
mm resulting in a 960x960 mm square center opening or the exposed area of panels. To avoid col-
lapse of the panels from edges under clamping loads steel inserts were used as supports. Height and 
width of the inserts was designed to ensure snug fit into the enclosed space. I-beam support frame 
was built from European wide flange beams (DIN 1025/EN 10034 HE600B) fastened together with 
grade 8.8 M24 steel bolts using four corner brackets. Additional spacer plates were used between 
brackets and support frame to adjust the beams into correct positions with respect to each other. 
FE simulations were performed beforehand to ensure the sufficient stiffness and strength of the 
frame.  
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Three quantities will be measured in experiments: force, displacement and strains. Indenter dis-
placement was measured with HBM WA500 displacement transducer mounted between piston 
and cylinder. Accuracy of 500 mm sensor was tested with HBM WA100 sensor using this 100mm 
sensor as reference at small displacements. Vertical deflection of the loading frame was measured 
with 10mm HBM WA10 displacement transducer. Strains were measured with strain gages (only 
one experiments) and digital image correlation system (DIC). Strain gages were attached on top 
and bottom surface of the face plate and on the stiffeners. Strain gage instrumentation plan used in 
the experiments is shown in Figure 12. In gage notation G1 denotes number of gage; T, B or S stands 
for top or bottom surface or stiffener, respectively; 1,2 or 3 denote wire number of certain gage and 
last letter tells position of the gage in (x,y,z) coordinates of the panel. Two types of Kyowa strain 
gages were used: uniaxial KFG-5-120-C1-11L3M2R and triaxial KFG-5-120-D17-11L3M2S. Gage 
cement CC-33A was used to glue the gages. 
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Figure 12. Strain gage instrumentation plan used in experiments. Positive z-axis goes downwards from top sur-
face. Circle in the middle of the plate shows indenter in respect to the panel. 

Employed amplifier system is modular device MGCplus made by HBM. Current device has an 
AB22A display and control panel, a CP 32B communications processor, 16 AP01 connection boards 
and 16 ML55B amplifier plug-in modules. Signal was transferred to PC via DT9834 digital-analog 
converter. Amplifier system settings were managed with MGCplus Assistant software. Strains 
were measured in half bridge using excitation voltage of 1V. With current strain gages and settings, 
maximum strain of 33000μm/m can be measured which is equivalent to 3.3% strain. Force, dis-
placement and strain data was transferred to another PC used to control force cylinder and to reg-
ister and save measurement data. In addition to PC, measurement control system comprised servo 
amplifier KK2011 SA Mk1 that could be used to drive force cylinder either manually or from PC. 

Movement of force cylinder was displacement controlled during indentation. Movement of the 
cylinder was defined with V-shaped amplitude, maximum displacement being 300 mm. Total time 
was set to 3600 s resulting in indenter velocity of 10mm/min. Number of registered data points was 
set to maximum of 8192. Thus, force, displacement and strain values were registered 2.3 times in a 
second. With these settings, an experiment would take an hour. However, indentation was stopped 
in all experiments after fracture of the specimen since fracture caused indenter to rotate and sub-
jected force sensor to undesirable bending moments. Therefore, the unloading process was manual 
and not according to the V-shape amplitude defined above.  

4.3.1 Digital image correlation (DIC) measurements  

In addition to strain gage measurements, also digital image correlation system (DIC) was utilized 
to measure and later analyze strains. In contrast to 2D image correlation approach used in tensile 
experiments, 3D DIC system was used in panel experiments because of its ability to trace out-of-
plane displacements (Sutton, 2013) and thus, measure the complete three-dimensional motion of 
deforming panel surface. The 3D DIC is based on the use of stereovision which requires the use of 
two cameras as opposed to only one camera. Therefore, DIC system consisted of two high-speed 
cameras, PC and LED lights. One camera takes the reference picture of the subset of the measured 
surface, which is then compared to the corresponding image pair from another camera to locate the 
3D spatial position of the object point. When deformations of surface are known in respect to time, 
strain field can be calculated on the surface. In panel experiments, DIC system with two high-speed 
cameras were installed under the panel to measure displacements at the lower surface of the pan-
els, see Figure 13 (a). Cameras used in experiments featured camera body Basler acA2000-340km 
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and lenses Edmund Optics Techspec #59-870 with 16 mm focal length and #63-243 with 8 mm 
focal length. Cameras were positioned to capture deformations of the middle of the plate directly 
under the indenter. They were focused so that sharp images were formed on assumed indentation 
depth determined with preliminary FE simulations. Furthermore, to obtain sharp images through-
out the out-of-plane loading process during which distance between lenses and panel surface con-
tinuously decreased, depth of field was maximized by using smallest possible aperture of the lens 
(f16). To compensate for inevitable decrease in light due to small aperture and consequent under-
exposure, LED lights were assembled inside the support structure.  

Based on the intended camera position and properties of cameras and 16 mm lenses, it was cal-
culated that effective stereo field of view at the beginning of the experiment is about area of an A4 
sheet. Thus, DIC pattern, which in this case was tattoo paper, was applied on two spans of stiffeners 
on length of an A4, i.e. 297mm, see Figure 13 (b). For 8mm lenses, applied pattern area was approx-
imately double with respect to that used with 16 mm lenses. 

 

 

In total 10 tests were performed – five with stiffened panels (SP) and five with sandwich (SW) pan-
els. The full test matrix is shown in Table 3. The focus on tests was on the center impact, but few 
tests were performed also off-center to test how the system responds. Location of the panels with 
respect to the indenter was verified by pushing the indenter against a piece of Blue-Tack 
placed on the stiffened panel. Location of the imprint in respect to the middle of the panel was 
measured. Measured offsets of the indenter in respect to panel are shown in Table 1. Notice, 
that in SW panel testing the numbering system used was accidentally switched. This should be 
kept in mind when analyzing crack propagation via pictures.  
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4.5.1 Force-displacement and energy 

All force-displacement curves and corresponding energies are presented in Figure 15. Dissipation 
energy was calculated by integrating the force-displacement curve. In general, the repeatability of 
the tests was good for both panels when considering the center impact. Sandwich panel response 
slightly differed between different tests because of the weld failure and initial stiffness variations. 
Weld failure occurred in all sandwich panels indented in the center. For stiffened panel, all curves 
lie almost on top of each other with minor differences in peak force.  

The SP2 case was the first test performed. The force level for this case did not increase for first 
55 mm displacement and then suddenly jumped up to levels corresponding to other cases. This was 
believed to be caused by misalignment of the support structure, which was subsequently removed 
by reassembling the support structure. In following tests, the behaviour did not reappear. Natu-
rally, the off-centre impact, whether it was on stiffener (node) or between stiffeners (base), re-
sulted in slightly stiffer response because of the close proximity of the clamping region. In stiffened 
panel edge impact (SP1), the failure point was not achieved as experiment was prematurely 
stopped because of the significant rotation of the indenter due to the large bending moment, which 
potentially could damage the system.  

Comparison of energy levels reveals that stiffened panels absorb almost two times more energy 
than sandwich panels. Specific energy absorption of structures calculated as energy/mass is an im-
portant characteristic of crashworthy structures, and by considering that panels are of equal 

S pecimen 
ID

Hit location Date Notes DIC

dx dy
S P1 edge (bas e) 1.09.2016 618 900 F=320, indenter inclined, no fracture in the plate no
S P2 center 31.05.2016 603 595 no

S P4 center 27.06.2016 598 593 yes
S P5 center 12.07.2016 597 592 yes
S P6 center 17.08.2016 597 593 yes

S W2 Center 30.08.2016 601 599 coordinate s ys tem numbering s witched no
S W3 edge (node) 2.09.2016 610 840 coordinate s ys tem numbering s witched, 220 kN big bang and indenter s tarted rotating no
S W4 edge (bas e) 31.08.2016 610 900 coordinate s ys tem numbering s witched no
S W5 center 23.08.2016 600 595 coordinate s ys tem numbering s witched yes
S W6 center 24.08.2016 600 598 coordinate s ys tem numbering s witched yes

Offs et
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weight, this measure is also 2-times higher for stiffened panels. Although sandwich panel con-
struction makes them much efficient carrying in-plane loads, the performance under indentation 
loads up to fracture is disappointing. Nevertheless, these results are only applicable to tested struc-
tures. The energy dissipation in sandwich as well as stiffened structures is strongly linked to rela-
tive stiffness of the constituents. For instance, by making the webs of the sandwich thinner, struc-
ture becomes softer and more efficient in distributing loads that also delays fracture initiation. 
However, such design optimization is out of the scope of present investigation. 

 

 

Figure 15. Comparison of force-displacement curves reveals fine correspondence between SP4, SP5 and SP6 
experiments. Major differences between curves are observed in stage 5. 

4.5.2 Fracture path 

Different softening behavior of SP4, SP5 and SP6 observed in force-displacement curves is ex-
plained by different fracture paths. Collage of pictures taken of final fracture of stiffened panels is 
shown in Figure 16. Starting from similarities, all panels have main fracture parallel to stiffener. 
First fracture has occurred close to the centerline of the panel and propagated in both directions 
parallel to stiffener. Going to differences, fracture path of SP4 is more circular than those of SP5 
and SP6. SP4 fracture features moderate second branch and a broken stiffener that was not ob-
served in SP5 or SP6. Final fracture of SP5 comprises a large single crack in longitudinal direction 
of the plate with its tips closing to middle stiffener. SP6 also features a side branch that goes 
through weld seam. Differing from SP4 though, stiffener was not broken but weld had torn. SP4 
and SP6 have fractured on the “weighted” side of the stiffener, i.e. on the side where center of the 
indenter was shifted. More detailed analysis of fracture paths in three experiments was done based 
on video recordings taken during experiments. 
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Figure 16. Fracture has initiated in face plate in all experiments. After initiation, all specimens showed unique 
crack development. In SP2, crack has grown gradually and broken a stiffener. SP4 fracture has same char-

acteristics but fracture is more circular. Main crack is parallel with the stiffeners whereas second branch goes 
perpendicularly through a stiffener. SP5 features single smooth crack. Ductile damage mechanism in form of 

necking can be observed in all specimens. 

Figure 17 features six pictures taken with high-speed camera in SP4 experiment. Primary fracture 
has initiated outside the image field of view and reached the field of view in Figure 17 (1). At the 
meantime, necking is observed below the stiffener. Figure 17 (2) has been captured just before neck 
develops into secondary fracture below the stiffener. In Figure 17 (3), fracture has propagated to a 
point where it starts turning towards main fracture. Necking of stiffener can also be noticed. Figure 
17 (4) has been taken right before primary and secondary fracture merge in face plate. Simultane-
ously with merger of fractures in face plate, excessive necking visible in Figure 17 (4) develops to 
fracture that breaks the stiffener. Result of described fractures is shown in Figure 17 (5). Figure 17 
(6) features final fracture before indenter liftoff. During SP4 experiment, two bangs were heard, of 
which second one was very loud. Obviously, first bang came from main fracture. Second bang prob-
ably indicated merger of the cracks including breakage of the stiffener shown in Figure 17 (4). 

	

Figure 17. Pictures taken with high-speed camera during SP4 experiment show fracture propagation at the mid-
dle of the panel. Main crack (A) and secondary crack (B) propagate and finally merge (last two pictures). 

Initiation and propagation of SP5 fracture was recorded with high-speed camera, similarly as in 
SP4 experiment. This time though, lenses were turned 90 degrees in respect to SP4 experiment to 
capture initiation of the first fracture. Six images featuring the initiation and propagation of frac-
ture are shown in Figure 18. In Figure 18 (1), there is only diffuse necking in the plate that is barely 
visible. In Figure 18 (2), necking has developed to localized neck. Figure 18 (3) has been taken just 
before fracture which was managed to be recorded in motionin Figure 18 (4). Figure 18 (5) shows 
fracture immediately after primary crack whereas image features the fracture when its tip was still 
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in the field of view of the camera. As was stated in discussion of softening phases of force-displace-
ment curves, first fracture of SP5 is relatively large (Figure 18 (4) and Figure 18 (5)) but load-car-
rying capacity decreases slower than in other two experiments. This is obvious from shape of SP5 
fracture. 

Figure 19 features development of fracture in SP6 experiment shown in similar way as in case of 
SP4 and SP5. In Figure 19 (1), localized necking is barely visible. In Figure 19 (2), first fracture has 
occurred. Figure 19 (3) has been taken an instant before secondary branch shown in Figure 19 (4). 
In Figure 19 (5), indenter is in its lowest position, just before liftoff of indenter. In Figure 19 (6), 
indenter has been lifted off. Comparison of Figure 19 (5) and Figure 19 (6) reveals how panel has 
drawn back after liftoff and resulting relaxation of elastic deformations. Unlike SP4 fracture, frac-
ture of SP6 did not include breakage of stiffener which results in smoother softening phase of the 
force-displacement curve. 

 

	

Figure 18. Images taken during SP5 experiment show localized necking before fracture and rapidly extended fi-
nal fracture. 

	

Figure 19. With wider field of view lenses, whole fracture area was managed to be captured in SP6 experiment. 

As observed already from force displacement curves the behaviour of sandwich panels is less sim-
ilar between different tests. Furthermore, fracture path analyses are exacerbated as fracture prop-
agates in both, bottom and top face plate, and deformations inside the panel were not traced. Fur-
thermore, DIC measurements were successful only for SW5 and SW6 tests, meaning that for these 
two cases detailed pictures about fracture development from below of the panel are available.  

Figure 20 shows the fracture development in SW5 and SW6 panels in the bottom or non-contact 
side of the panels. On the non-contact side of the panels fracture initiates and propagates along the 
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weld path very similarly in both panels. Fracture morphology in Figure 21 after the tests revealed 
how weld itself on the non-contact side remained intact for SW6 panel and fracture propagation 
took place next to the stiffener. Based on  Figure 20 we believe that behaviour was similar in SW5 
panels, although at the final stage stiffener has ripped off due to large deformations. Pictures of the 
failed panels in Figure 21 further show that at the later stage crack deviates from the weld path to 
circumferential path.  

In contrast to non-contact side, the fracture path on the contact side initiates away from the stiff-
ener with propagation path conforming to the spherical indenter shape. Final fracture path is very 
similar to the fracture path of stiffened panel SP4 (see Figure 16). After tests, some of the panels 
were sectioned and half-section of SW5 panel is shown in Figure 22. It is interesting to observe 
how face plates in the non-contact side buckle inwards under the compressive force exerted by the 
rotating stiffener. The high stiffness is explained by their thickness of 3 mm whereas face plates 
were 1.5 mm thick.  

 

Figure 20. Fracture development in sandwich panels recorded with DIC on the non-contact side 

 

Figure 21. Deformed sandwich panels. 
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Figure 22. Half of the deformed SW5 panel. 
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The purpose of numerical simulations was twofold. First, solid element simulations provide the 
means to validate the material model from yield until fracture as well as provide the detailed infor-
mation regarding state of stress at the gauge section. Thereby, fracture strain in each specimen is 
associated with particular stress state. However, while the element size in solid element simula-
tions is suitable for detailed through thickness investigations of crack propagation, it becomes 
computationally cumbersome for large panel analysis. Therefore, stiffened and sandwich panels 
are modelled with structural plane stress shell elements, which predicates the proper adjustment 
of fracture strain as the finite element solution is mesh size dependent. Shell element simulations 
with different element lengths provide the way to study how the fracture strain must be adjusted.  

5.1.1 Solid element simulation 

All FE simulations are performed with FE software Abaqus 6.13-3/Explicit using reduced integra-
tion solid elements (C3D8R). In developing the FE models symmetry of the specimen geometry and 
loading was exploited as much as possible – 1/8 symmetry (mid-width, mid-span, and the mid-
thcikness) in UT, PS and CH models, and  symmetry in shear specimen. To further reduce the 
computational time, mass of the entire model was scaled in the beginning of the analysis by a factor 
of 14. Despite this large factor, comparison with non-mass scaled solution indicated that changes 
in the mass and consequent increases in the inertial forces did not alter the solution accuracy nor 
did it increase the kinetic energy over the suggested limit value of 5% of total internal energy.  

The typical mesh refinement included fine mesh in the expected fracture location that success-
fully coarsened when moving outside of that region. Fine mesh in the center of the gauge was de-
signed such that elements featured nearly the same in-plane dimensions of 0.4 mm. In through 
thickness, most models employed 6 elements with the exception of shear specimen that featured 8 
elements – all the FE models for 1.5 mm specimens are shown Figure 23. A constant velocity was 
uniformly imposed to the upper boundary whereas symmetry condition was applied on other three 
planes.   
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5.1.2 Comparison of simulations and experiments 

The generic procedure followed in all simulations was to adjust the fracture strain until good cor-
respondence between simulated and experimental fracture strain. Simulated force-elongation 
curves are compared with experimentally measured response in Figure 25 and Figure 26. Uniaxial 
tensile and central hole simulations show excellent correspondence with experiments during de-
formation as well as at point of fracture initiation upon the adjustment of the fracture strain. 
Thicker 3 mm material displays a clear yield platoo in stress-strain curve of uniaxial tension spec-
imens, which is less obvious in thinner material. In central hole specimens, this yield platoo pro-
duces a distinctive peak-slump feature in thicker specimens (Figure 25 (a)), while the thinner 
specimen response is smooth at the yield region.  In explicit simulations this yield platoo in thicker 
uniaxial tension specimens was not captured when using Abaqus built-in material routines as the 
input true stress-strain curve is smoothed internally by Abaqus code. By switching to user-defined 
material without smoothing we could capture the yield platoo in simulations. The user defined ma-
terial for solid elements is given in Appendix 9. 

The plane strain simulated response is slightly stiffer than measured response, while fracture 
strain in simulations is slightly lower. Finally, shear simulations bring out the drawbacks of von 
Mises J2 plasticity, which cannot model the softening at large displacements under shear loading. 
Despite this slight inaccuracy, the fracture strain is determined also for shear loading by subse-
quent adjustment of fracture strain.  

 

Figure 24. True stress – equivalent plastic strain curves for steel. (a) 3 mm thick material. The blue curve was 
found to give the best fit between experimental and simulated force-elongation relation and thus, it was used 

in the simulations (parameters given in Table 2). (b) 1.5 mm thick material. 
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Figure 25. Comparison of simulated and measured force-elongation for 3 mm specimens 

 

Figure 26. Comparison of simulated and measured force-elongation for 3 mm specimens 
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5.2.1 FE modelling 

Finite element analyses of indentation experiments were carried out to study how boundary con-
ditions, load-carrying mechanism and material behavior contribute in force-displacement re-
sponse of stiffened panels. Thus, a series of simulations was run where different simulation param-
eters and modeling techniques were applied. By comparison of experimental results and different 
simulation results it was possible to reveal validity of experimental results and modeling tech-
niques. Simulations were run using Abaqus/Explicit version 6.13-3 using reduced integration shell 
elements (S4R) with default hourglass control and 5 through thickness integration points.  

Figure 27 illustrates the assembly of the numerical model. Panel was the only deforming object 
in the analysis, while indenter, top and bottom support as well as the steel inserts were modelled 
with rigid material since no deformations were observed in the experiments. The reference surface 
of the face plates in both models, sandwich and stiffened panel, were off-set for best representation 
of the actual topology.  

In developing the model, the adequacy of different boundary configurations, mainly the effect of 
modelling supports, was tested to predict the global deformations observed in the panels. As panels 
exhibited some pull-out from the clamping frame, it was included in the FE model, see Figure 27. 
Clamping was implemented by distributing the total clamping force of 9 MN between areas repre-
senting the clearance holes of the bolts in the top support. Although this clamping arrangement 
permitted less pull-out than observed in experiments, it was deemed sufficient as the initial stiff-
ness of the panels was accurately represented.  

 

Contact between different objects was modelled with general contact algorithm by defining rigid 
objects as masters. Contact definition included model for tangential and normal behavior. Tangen-
tial behavior between surfaces was modeled with penalty type friction formulation with friction 
coefficient of 0.3.  Although this is a common value adopted for steel-to-steel contact, the actual 
value between the clean face plate and polished indenter might be lower. Therefore, the effect of 
friction will be studied in the written journal paper. Contact behavior in normal direction of sur-
faces was modeled with “hard” pressure-overclosure relationship. Hard contact implies that sur-
faces transmit contact pressure only when nodes of slave surface contact master surface. Hard 
contact can sometimes lead to “noisy” solution due to the abrupt increase in the contact force. To 
damp out this solution noise a damping was defined in the model by a unitless damping coefficient 
of 0.5, which represent fraction of critical damping associated with the contact stiffness.  
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The indentation experiment was simulated by assigning a constant vertical velocity of 1 m/s to 
the indenter, while constraining all other degrees of freedoms. To further reduce the computa-
tional time, mass of the entire model was scaled in the beginning of the analysis by a factor of 14. 
Despite this large factor, comparison with non-mass scaled solution indicated that changes in the 
mass and consequent increases in the inertial forces did not alter the solution accuracy nor did it 
have effect on the energy balance. 

To investigate the element size sensitivity of the FE solution, a total of three different mesh den-
sities were adopted in models as shown in Figure 28: 3 mm, 10 mm and 15 mm mesh. A 10 mm 
meshed model was used as a seed model for 3 mm and 15 mm models, which were thus obtained 
after subsequent refinement or coarsening at the indentation location, respectively. The coarse 
mesh in the 15 mm model was adopted only in the central region as opposed to the whole panel to 
keep the mesh resolution at the clamping location similar between panel and top clamping plate – 
the latter was meshed with seed size of 10 mm. This constraint of 10 mm was imposed by the size 
of the clearance hole areas that were explicitly modelled to exert clamping pressure.   

 

Figure 28. Top view of the meshed models. a) 3 mm, b) 10 mm, c) 15 mm.  

Material model adopted in simulations was defined with tensile tests and is described in the Ap-
pendix 9. To simulate fracture initiation and propagation, element erosion was initiated when all 
integration points in the element reached the specified failure condition. 

5.2.2 Fracture criterion 1: Two factor scaling or 2FS  

In the simulations fracture criteria by Kõrgesaar and Romanoff (2014) was used that scales the 
fracture strain from tensile experiments according to stress state and element size. Therefore, the 
criterion is abbreviated as two factor scaling criterion or shortly: 2FS. As an input the approach 
requires a lower and upper bound. The lower bound is applicable to large shell elements and the 
upper bound applicable to small elements in local scale. The upper bound is determined with ten-
sile specimens. In between the fracture strain is adjusted according to le /te ratio. In this study, as 
an upper bound we use Modified Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) plane stress fracture criterion defined in 
the space of stress triaxiality and equivalent plastic strain, and Swift (1952) diffuse necking crite-
rion as a lower bound. MMC criterion is given as (Li	et	al.	2010) 
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where K and n are Swift law hardening parameters and C1, C2 and C3 are material constants that 
must be calibrated. In this work following calibration constants were used that were fitted through 
the experimentally obtained fracture points confirmed with solid element simulations:  

 
• For t = 3 mm: K = 613.5, n = 0.1826, C1 = 0.026, C2 = 340 and C3 = 0.98.  
• For t = 1.5 mm: K = 613.5, n = 0.1826, C1 = 0.1, C2 = 357 and C3 =1. 

 
The matlab script for plotting the fracture criterion and material soubroutine implemented to 
Abaqus are given in Appendix 9.  

	

Figure 29. Fracture strain dependency on stress triaxiality is approximated by curve fitted on tensile test data fea-
turing different stress states. Data corresponding to 1.5mm (blue) and 3mm (red) thick specimens is pre-

sented. 

The fracture locus obtained through hybrid experimental-numerical study and plotted in Figure 
29 can be considered as a material characteristic because in numerical simulations a very fine solid 
mesh (le =~0.3 mm) was used. This locus was used also as an upper bound in 2FS criterion as de-
scribed above. However, 2FS criterion is based on the assumption that upper bound is calibrated 
with shell element simulations, where element length and thickness define the calibration values 
(le,cal /te,cal) that are basis for following upscaling to larger elements according to le /te ratio. Because 
of the time constraints this shell element calibration has not been performed yet. Instead, the curve 
in Figure 29 was associated with le,cal = 3 mm and te,cal = 3 mm. Therefore, the calibration presented 
can be considered as preliminary and the effect of shell element simulations on the fracture locus 
shape and consequent changes on panel simulation results deserves the study on itself and is thus 
out-of-scope of present report. 

5.2.3 Fracture criterion 1: shear criterion  

Simulations where also performed with SHEAR criterion that is a state-of-the-art criterion. The 
criterion is very simple, but excludes the stress state effect on the fracture strain. Description of 
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SHEAR criterion is given in master thesis made during the project, Palokangas (2016), thus it is not 
presented herein. Results are presented along with the results obtained with 2FS criterion.  

5.2.4 Simulation results 

Figure 30 compares the simulated force-displacement curves with experimental ones. The SHEAR 
criterion provides an accurate estimate for fracture initiation when element size is 3 mm, but once 
the coarser mesh is used the criterion considerably underestimates the performance of the struc-
ture with fracture taking place at 140 mm. Conversely, when 2FS criterion is used displacement to 
fracture is overestimated with finest mesh, but accurately captured by coarse mesh. The 2FS cri-
terion encouragingly reduces the mesh sensitivity of the solution that is the main hallmark of the 
criterion. Though we were expecting even better performance, especially from the 3 mm mesh sim-
ulations. The overestimation of force is ~20% and displacement ~10%. Nevertheless, we stress that 
the scatter in results might be partly due to the preliminary calibration discussed in Section 4.2.2 
and thus, could be further decreased through increased calibration effort. Though, as shown by 
Kõrgesaar and Romanoff (2014), some scatter in results is inevitable due the large elements and 
orthogonality of the mesh which imposes restrictions on crack development especially along 
curved or annular paths. 

 

Figure 30. Force-displacement comparison of stiffened panel results 

Figure 31 compares the fracture path obtained with simulations and experiments. In simulations, 
the indenter striking location was shifted with respect to y-axes -5 mm. This compares with values 
measured prior to experiments of -8 mm for SP5 and -7 mm for SP6 panel. We highlight this since 
fracture in all experiments initiated on the opposite side of the indentation location across the stiff-
ener; see the experimental pictures on Figure 31 where origin of the coordinate system is located 
on the middle stiffener and dy denotes the offset of the indenter striking location from mid stiff-
ener. Both coarse mesh models capture the fracture initiation location correctly while in the 3 mm 
model fracture initiates on the wrong side. Although fracture immediately happens on the right 
side as well, this behaviour of 3 mm models is still rather surprising. One possible explanation is 
too high fracture strain as indicated by the force-displacement relation. Nevertheless, in all simu-
lations the fracture path at later stages propagates along the circumference of the indenter includ-
ing fracturing of the mid-stiffener while in experiments something similar only happened in test 
SP4, see Figure 11 (a) – in tests SP5 & 6 fracture never propagated across the mid stiffener. This 
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could be explained by the fact that indenter being constrained against rotations only by springs, 
immediately started to rotate incrementally after fracture initiation due to the associated drop in 
resistance, and thus unloading the opposite side. However, in simulations rotational degrees of 
freedom were constrained as the initial objective was to capture the point of initiation associated 
with the load drop in Figure 30. Only after careful inspection and review of simulation results it 
was found that this modelling simplification could have considerable effect on fracture path.    

 

Figure 31. Fracture path comparison 

Sandwich panel simulations were performed only with 10 mm mesh as the results for stiffened 
panel were the most accurate. As already discussed before the sandwich panel behaviour was less 
predictable than stiffened panels, except the fact that in all panels there was a sudden drop in force 
at about 60 mm displacement that we associated with weld failure. In simulations, this is not cap-
tured which consequently leads to overestimation of the force after 60 mm of displacement. The 
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effect of weld failure and how to account this in simulations will be addressed in future studies. 
Fracture initiation in simulations occurs similarly to experiments on the non-contact side next to 
the stiffener and propagation is dominantly along the straight path. In contrast, on the contact side 
fracture propagates along annular path – this is also well captured by the simulation. Figure 32 (c) 
shows the plate buckling due to the rotating stiffener which was not captured by the simulation. 
This might be sensitive to indentation location that might be slightly different in simulations and 
experiments. Another contrast between simulations and experiments is the stiffener failure in 
simulations which did not occur in tests.  

  

One of the objective of this project was to determine how steel properties and structural perfor-
mance are affected by low temperatures. Although low temperature panel experiments were not 
performed, the tensile test data at low temperatures will provide sufficient amount of information 
regarding influence of temperature on material response and fracture ductility.  

Effect of sub-zero temperatures on various steels has been extensively studied under uniaxial 
tension at slow displacement speeds (Ehlers and Østby, 2012; D. K. Park et al., 2013; W.-S. Park et 
al., 2011; Yan et al., 2014). The general trend observed in these experimental studies is that sub-zero 
conditions increase the steel properties before fracture (strain hardening, yield and ultimate ten-
sile strength), but decrease the fracture strain as shown in Figure 33. Figure 33 further shows that 
with tailored Arctic steels the fracture strain can be also increased.  
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Assuming that these general trends remain valid independent of stress state, we can make some 
predictions regarding the effect of sub-zero temperature on the response of steel structures stud-
ied in this project. For instance, we took the material curve for 3 mm steel studied in this project 
and increased the material properties as indicated in Table 4, which resulted in the stress-strain 
curve shown in Figure 34. However, the effect on failure strain is considered negligible, thus failure 
criterion is kept the same allowing straightforward comparison with the measured response in 
room temperature.   

This comparison is presented in Figure 34 with low temperature simulation denoted as LT. Ex-
pectedly the force levels are higher, but there is also slight increase in fracture strain. The failure 
path is practically the similar with the one obtained with original material curve. 

In normal steels it is usual that fracture strain is decreasing while other properties are increasing 
with decreasing temperature. It would be interesting to see how does it affect the structural re-
sponse, both in terms of fracture initiation and stiffening of the structure. The cold temperature is 
believed to affect also the weld behavior. However, investigation of these aspects is left for future 
work. 

 

Figure 33. Effect of sub-zero temperatures on mild steel. Figure from (Ehlers and Østby, 2012). 

Table 4. Potential effect of low temperatures on the material properties of 3 mm steel. 

Thickness [mm] A n sy Eplat e0 H1 (ep>0.2) H2 (ep>0.47) 

T = 3  680 0.2 280 0.0121 0.0051 470 400 

T = 3 (LT) 680 0.2 310 0.0121 0.0051 600 460 

 

 
 

Figure 34. Left: Potential low temperature effect on stress-strain curve. Right: Effect of cold temperature on panel 
response.  
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6. Conclusions 

The objective of this project was to assess the accuracy of non-linear finite element approaches 
used to predict fracture in large-scale shell structures. Because of the computational restrictions 
these simulations must be performed with shell elements. The accuracy of simulations was quan-
tified through extensive set of experiments performed with tensile specimens as well as large-scale 
panel specimens.  

Tensile tests provided the necessary information regarding material plasticity and fracture be-
haviour. Panel experiments were performed to validate the numerical simulations. Although the 
relatively simple stiffened and sandwich panels do not sample all the relevant deformation path-
ways, this apparent drawback limits the number of modelling approximations, idealizations, and 
assumptions. Thereby, in many ways they serve as better benchmark cases as more complex alter-
native arrangements. On the other hand, the laser welds by themselves already provided a challeng-
ing modelling aspect, and thus were left out of the present investigation.  

A systematic comparison of experiments and simulations provides an invaluable insight to the 
validity of numerical simulations and points to the weaknesses that should be considered in future 
investigations. It was shown that through systematic investigation of material properties and sub-
sequent modification of fracture criterion we can have more reliable numerical simulations where 
element size effect is considerably reduced. Nevertheless, some calibration effort is still needed to 
further reduce the element size sensitivity, especially when using relatively fine mesh (element 
length of 3 mm). This work is currently ongoing. 

 In spite, the time instance and location of fracture initiation was encouragingly captured in stiff-
ened panel simulations. The behaviour of sandwich panels was less predictable, both in tests and 
simulations. Experimentally observed load drop associated with laser weld failure was not cap-
tured by simulations, although fracture path on both sides of the panel was qualitatively similar to 
tested panels. Further insight into the behaviour was gained by cutting the sandwich panel across 
the mid-length. Placing the pictures of sectioned panel side-by-side with simulated panel revealed 
that deformations in the adjacent cells of the sandwich were different, possibly because of the ro-
tation stiffness of the T-joint laser weld.  

The comparison of energy dissipated during indentation showed that at equal weight stiffened 
panel is better energy absorber than all-steel web-core sandwich panel. Nevertheless, this finding 
is only relevant to particular panels and should not be extrapolated to any other sandwich panels 
as the properties of the panels are highly dependent on the topology and architecture of constitu-
ents. Though important notion is that some of the energy is lost because of the premature weld fail-
ure making the joining technology in sandwich panels an important characteristic.   

  The main focus in the investigation was capturing the point of fracture initiation, but propaga-
tion of fracture and analysis of that proved equally exciting. It was revealed that fracture path at 
later stages of simulations was inconsistent with behaviour observed in tests. This was believed to 
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occurs because of the indenter rotations that were constrained in the simulations for simplifica-
tion purposes.  

In current experimental-numerical investigation lot of effort was put on maximizing the data 
that can possibly be extracted from experiments and thus provide relevant benchmark data for fur-
ther use. Therefore, the digital image correlation (DIC) was used to measure the displacement 
fields. Although analyses of the “big data” generated during DIC measurements are still ongoing, 
and thus left out of the present report, we are very excited about the possible outcomes that such 
full-field comparison could provide – for instance, from general validation of numerical simula-
tions to detailed investigation into the crack initiation and propagation.  
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Appendix 1 Indentation experiments of stiff-
ened steel panels 

1.1 Introduction	
Stiffened steel panels were indented quasi-statically with a spherical steel bulb to simulate colli-
sion of thin-walled structure, e.g. ship hull with rigid object. Experiments were part of research 
where fracture modeling methods for thin-walled steel structures were developed. Experiments 
functioned as a benchmark for collision simulations. This report includes detailed description of 
the specimens, test setup and test procedure of the experiments. Results comprise force-indenta-
tion response of the panel and applicable strain gage results. 

1.2 Test	setup	

1.2.1 Support	structure	and	loading	frame	
Support structure was designed to provide fully clamped boundary condition for the specimen and 
allow for change of the specimen enabling multiple experiments. Manufacturing drawings of the 
components are shown in Appendix 1.3. Exploded view of the support structure shown in Figure 
A1 reveals the components of support structure. 

Support structure components are presented starting from the basis of the structure which is 
built of standard I beams (3 and 5) defined in standard for European wide flange beams (DIN 
1025/EN 10034). Beams were connected together with triangle supports (9). Additional spacing 
plates (10) were added to adjust the beams in correct positions in respect to each other. Bottom 
support plate (2) was assembled on top of the beams. All components were fastened together with 
grade 10.9 steel bolts of size M24. Bottom support functioned as basis for clamping of the specimen. 
On top of bottom support, steel blocks (7 and 8) were placed between bottom support and stiffened 
panel (6). Finally, top support (1) was placed on top of stiffened panel. Clamping of stiffened panel 
was implemented with 62 pieces of 10.9 grade M24 bolts going through top support, stiffened panel 
and steel blocks. Bolts were fastened to threaded holes of bottom support using tightening torque 
of 800Nm. Correct torque was achieved by using Stahlwille 730/80 hand wrench. Total clamping 
force achieved with this configuration was calculated to be almost 9MN. Bolt connection calcula-
tions are presented in Appendix 1.4. 
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Figure	A1. Exploded view of stiffened plate setup including support structure components 
except from fasteners. 

1.3 Strains	
Strain measurements were unsuccessful in SP2 experiment and are thus not presented. Strain re-
sults from SP4 and SP5 experiments are not complete as many of the strain gages tearing off during 
large displacements. Results from gages that were not torn off are presented in Figure A2. Strains 
from the corresponding gages of SP4 and SP5 experiments are shown in Figure A2 (right) and Fig-
ure A3 in respect to displacement and force, respectively.  

All strain gage data for SP4 and SP5 are shown in Figure A4 and Figure A5, respectively. In strain 
gage notation SP4/SP5 tells the number of experiment; G1 denotes number of gage; T,B or S stands 
for top surface, bottom surface and stiffener, respectively; 1,2 or 3 denote wire number of certain 
gage and last letter tells direction of the gage in (x,y,z) coordinates. 

Maximum measurable strain was 33000μm/m which corresponds to 3.3% strain. As can be seen, 
one gage – located at the bottom surface of the face plate – reached that limit. In SP2, measuring 
system was set up with false amplifier settings and strains could be recorded only to the limit of 
8000μm/m. Therefore, those results are not presented. Strain measurement data from SP4 and 
SP5 should also be interpreted cautiously. Inspection on strain gages after experiments revealed 
that many gages were detached from the surface. Presumably small drops in strain curves imply 
that gluing has failed. Gages showing smooth response in time have probably stayed in contact with 
the surface. Gages stayed in contact show fold or drop in strains at displacement of 180mm, i.e. at 
the moment of fracture initiation. 

	 	

Figure	A2. Left: Figure showing strain results from gages that did not tear off in SP4 and 
SP5 experiments. Right: Strain gage data from SP4 experiment is presented with solid line. 
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SP5 experiments are presented with dashed line. Corresponding gages in SP4 and SP5 are 
shown in same color. 

	

Figure	A3. Strain-force curves from SP4 and SP5 experiments represented with same logic 
as in Figure A2. 

 

Figure	A4. Strain-displacement results from SP4 experiment. 

 

Figure	A5. Strain-displacement results from SP5 experiment. 
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Appendix 2 Sandwich panel and stiffened panel 
dimensions 

1.1 Introduction	
Sandwich panels and stiffened panels were measured as part of indentation experiments of the 
panels. Information of panel dimensions was required in test setup design. Additionally, data can 
be utilized in simulations to study effects of dimensional variations. Statistical analysis was per-
formed on measurement results to improve usability of data. 

1.1.1 Equipment	and	methods	
Measured sandwich panels are shown in Figure A6. Figure A7 features dimensions in interest, grid 
indexes and coordinate systems for both panels. In total, 5 sandwich panels and 6 stiffened panels 
were measured. SP states for stiffened panel and SW for sandwich panel. Dimensions were meas-
ured with Mitutoyo 500-311 caliper. Caliper shows measurement result with accuracy of 0,01mm. 
Accuracy of the caliper is considered sufficient so that final accuracy of 0,1mm can be trusted. This 
accuracy is also used in analysis of results. 

Main dimensions of the panels were measured once: length of the top face plate at the centerline 
of the plate and width of the face plate(s). Height and width of cells of the sandwich panels were 
measured three times. Thicknesses of face plates and stiffeners were measured just a couple of 
times since dimensional variation was diminutive. Dimensions of stiffened panels were measured 
just once. Thicknesses of face plates and stiffeners were measured on each cell on both ends. 

 

Figure	A6. Sandwich panels shown. Distortions of the panels are clearly visible. 
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Figure	A7. Geometry and dimensions of sandwich panel (left) and stiffened plate (right). 
Given dimensions are ideal dimensions. 

Results were analyzed with standard statistical analysis of random variable based on reference 
Mittaustulosten kasittely (HUT). Sample mean value xi was taken for measured values xi at each 
cell and again for cell mean values, resulting in sample mean value for a panel end x. Sample stand-
ard deviation s was calculated with equation 

𝑠 =
(𝑥D − 𝑥)@

𝑁 − 1
	

Where bar refers to sample mean value and i is the index for the random variable ranging from 0 to 
N. The radicand of sample standard deviation is known as variance and it is denoted by σ. Sample 
standard deviation s describes scatter which covers 68% of the deviation of the random variable xi, 
here measured dimension. For wider coverage, 2s covers 95% of the random variable deviation 
which is commonly used value for dimensional tolerance. 

1.2 Results	
Summary of results is presented in figures below where dimensions are presented with average of 
measured values and symmetric tolerances indicating 95% confidence interval. 
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Figure	A8. Measured dimensions and dimensional tolerances for stiffened panels and sand-
wich panels. Sandwich panel plate thicknesses were not measured excessively and thus tol-

erances are not shown. 

	

Figure	A9. Measured stiffened panel heights illustrated with columns presenting certain di-
mensional range. 

	

Figure	A10. Measured stiffened panel widths corresponding to certain dimensional range. 
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Figure	A11. Distribution of stiffened panel plate thickness values. 

	

Figure	A12. Sandwich panel cell height distribution illustrated with columns presenting number of measure-
ments corresponding to dimension range. 

	

Figure	A13. Sandwich panel cell width distribution. 

Table	A1. Stiffened panel width and length, height and width of the cells. 

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SP1	 A	

1200,00	 1199,00	 1	 		 32,90	 		 116,05	 116,08	 116,08	
		 		 2	 		 32,92	 		 116,55	 116,57	 116,55	
		 		 3	 		 32,92	 		 116,66	 116,65	 116,65	
		 		 4	 		 32,86	 		 116,67	 116,66	 116,66	
		 		 5	 		 32,90	 		 116,58	 116,60	 116,60	
		 		 6	 		 32,87	 		 116,38	 116,36	 116,36	
		 		 7	 		 32,90	 		 116,60	 116,59	 116,58	
		 		 8	 		 32,88	 		 116,80	 116,81	 116,80	
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		 		 9	 		 32,85	 		 116,70	 116,71	 116,70	
		 		 10	 		 33,04	 		 116,67	 116,66	 116,67	

End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

B	

1200,00	 1199,00	 1	 		 32,90	 		 116,05	 116,08	 116,08	
		 		 2	 		 32,92	 		 116,55	 116,57	 116,55	
		 		 3	 		 32,92	 		 116,66	 116,65	 116,65	
		 		 4	 		 32,86	 		 116,67	 116,66	 116,66	
		 		 5	 		 32,90	 		 116,58	 116,60	 116,60	
		 		 6	 		 32,87	 		 116,38	 116,36	 116,36	
		 		 7	 		 32,90	 		 116,60	 116,59	 116,58	
		 		 8	 		 32,88	 		 116,80	 116,81	 116,80	
		 		 9	 		 32,85	 		 116,70	 116,71	 116,70	
		 		 10	 		 33,04	 		 116,67	 116,66	 116,67	

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	 Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SP2	

A	

1199,00	 1198,00	 1	 33,11	 33,16	 33,10	 116,03	 116,02	 116,05	
		 		 2	 32,95	 32,93	 32,95	 116,68	 	 		
		 		 3	 32,90	 32,93	 32,90	 116,73	 	 		
		 		 4	 32,95	 	 		 116,54	 	 		
		 		 5	 33,11	 	 		 116,64	 	 		
		 		 6	 33,13	 	 		 116,34	 	 		
		 		 7	 33,09	 	 		 116,66	 	 		
		 		 8	 33,11	 	 		 116,47	 	 		
		 		 9	 33,04	 	 		 116,60	 	 		
		 		 10	 32,95	 		 		 116,55	 		 		

End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 		 		 		

B	

		 1198,00	 1	 		 33,06	 		 115,50	 	 		
		 		 2	 		 32,97	 		 116,55	 	 		
		 		 3	 		 32,92	 		 116,55	 	 		
		 		 4	 		 32,69	 		 116,65	 	 		
		 		 5	 		 32,68	 		 116,78	 	 		
		 		 6	 		 32,93	 		 116,27	 	 		
		 		 7	 		 33,00	 		 116,70	 	 		
		 		 8	 		 32,80	 		 116,60	 	 		
		 		 9	 		 32,75	 		 116,60	 	 		
		 		 10	 		 32,85	 		 116,25	 		 		

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	 Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SP3	

A	

1200,00	 1197,00	 1	 		 33,10	 		 116,18	 	 		
		 		 2	 		 33,00	 		 116,62	 	 		
		 		 3	 		 33,08	 		 116,59	 	 		
		 		 4	 		 33,00	 		 116,78	 	 		
		 		 5	 		 32,82	 		 116,22	 	 		
		 		 6	 		 32,78	 		 116,75	 	 		
		 		 7	 		 32,86	 		 116,75	 	 		
		 		 8	 		 33,13	 		 116,50	 	 		
		 		 9	 		 33,80	 		 116,45	 	 		
		 		 10	 		 34,23	 		 114,63	 		 		

End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

B	

		 1198,00	 1	 33,58	 33,54	 33,59	 116,52	 	 		
		 		 2	 33,57	 33,45	 33,55	 116,66	 	 		
		 		 3	 33,55	 33,46	 33,54	 116,45	 	 		
		 		 4	 33,51	 33,16	 32,95	 116,75	 	 		
		 		 5	 32,92	 33,02	 33,21	 116,25	 	 		
		 		 6	 33,30	 33,33	 33,42	 116,72	 	 		
		 		 7	 33,40	 33,58	 33,81	 116,58	 	 		
		 		 8	 33,88	 33,96	 34,00	 116,55	 	 		
		 		 9	 33,98	 34,05	 34,00	 116,65	 	 		
		 		 10	 33,96	 33,45	 33,06	 115,69	 		 		

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	 Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SP4	

A	

1199,00	 1198,00	 1	 33,15	 32,89	 32,92	 116,10	 	 		
		 		 2	 32,89	 32,72	 32,92	 116,60	 	 		
		 		 3	 32,91	 32,77	 32,96	 116,55	 	 		
		 		 4	 32,96	 32,83	 32,98	 116,79	 	 		
		 		 5	 32,96	 32,80	 32,92	 116,32	 	 		
		 		 6	 32,92	 32,78	 32,86	 116,62	 	 		
		 		 7	 32,86	 32,71	 32,83	 116,63	 	 		
		 		 8	 32,86	 32,80	 32,86	 116,40	 	 		
		 		 9	 32,86	 32,70	 32,77	 116,47	 	 		
		 		 10	 32,80	 32,78	 32,99	 115,88	 		 		

End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

B	

		 1199,00	 1	 33,14	 33,17	 33,19	 116,65	 	 		
		 		 2	 33,15	 33,13	 33,13	 116,55	 	 		
		 		 3	 33,10	 33,21	 33,31	 116,40	 	 		
		 		 4	 33,29	 33,14	 32,99	 116,67	 	 		
		 		 5	 32,95	 33,01	 33,05	 116,18	 	 		
		 		 6	 33,07	 33,03	 32,90	 116,73	 	 		
		 		 7	 32,87	 32,83	 32,88	 116,45	 	 		
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		 		 8	 32,86	 32,84	 32,80	 116,53	 	 		
		 		 9	 32,81	 32,80	 32,80	 116,50	 	 		
		 		 10	 32,87	 33,02	 33,17	 116,10	 		 		

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SP5	

A	

1200,00	 1198,00	 1	 33,15	 32,97	 33,04	 116,02	 	 		
		 		 2	 33,02	 32,99	 33,30	 117,22	 	 		
		 		 3	 33,36	 33,23	 33,27	 116,99	 	 		
		 		 4	 33,23	 32,95	 32,86	 116,74	 	 		
		 		 5	 32,84	 32,76	 32,94	 116,33	 	 		
		 		 6	 32,96	 32,85	 32,91	 116,63	 	 		
		 		 7	 32,90	 32,74	 32,89	 116,60	 	 		
		 		 8	 32,96	 32,90	 33,14	 116,67	 	 		
		 		 9	 33,19	 33,31	 33,75	 116,64	 	 		
		 		 10	 33,96	 33,78	 33,71	 115,70	 		 		

End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

B	

		 1198,00	 1	 33,34	 33,16	 33,07	 116,09	 	 		
		 		 2	 33,04	 32,88	 32,89	 116,67	 	 		
		 		 3	 32,94	 33,02	 33,13	 116,49	 	 		
		 		 4	 33,10	 32,97	 32,91	 116,73	 	 		
		 		 5	 32,88	 32,91	 33,06	 116,25	 	 		
		 		 6	 33,10	 33,12	 33,12	 116,63	 	 		
		 		 7	 33,08	 33,03	 33,20	 116,55	 	 		
		 		 8	 33,21	 33,20	 33,33	 116,72	 	 		
		 		 9	 33,31	 33,36	 33,50	 116,54	 	 		
		 		 10	 33,51	 33,38	 33,34	 115,77	 		 		

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SP6	

A	

1199,00	 1198,00	 1	 32,96	 32,91	 32,98	 116,36	 	 		
		 		 2	 32,91	 32,72	 32,84	 116,55	 	 		
		 		 3	 32,91	 32,81	 32,96	 116,60	 	 		
		 		 4	 32,96	 32,85	 32,90	 116,60	 	 		
		 		 5	 32,87	 32,82	 32,94	 116,35	 	 		
		 		 6	 32,97	 32,80	 32,81	 116,58	 	 		
		 		 7	 32,77	 32,74	 32,94	 116,52	 	 		
		 		 8	 32,97	 32,90	 32,96	 116,61	 	 		
		 		 9	 32,93	 32,83	 33,01	 116,63	 	 		
		 		 10	 33,07	 33,22	 33,82	 116,02	 		 		

End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

B	

		 1199,00	 1	 33,11	 32,93	 32,91	 116,69	 	 		
		 		 2	 32,88	 33,00	 33,10	 116,63	 	 		
		 		 3	 33,15	 33,22	 33,26	 116,40	 	 		
		 		 4	 33,26	 33,14	 33,07	 116,68	 	 		
		 		 5	 33,03	 33,06	 33,17	 116,34	 	 		
		 		 6	 33,15	 32,99	 32,90	 116,62	 	 		
		 		 7	 32,88	 32,82	 32,88	 116,60	 	 		
		 		 8	 32,86	 32,85	 32,89	 116,63	 	 		
		 		 9	 32,88	 32,97	 33,13	 116,57	 	 		
		 		 10	 33,21	 33,56	 33,83	 116,27	 		 		

Table	A2. Thicknesses of face plates and stiffeners of stiffened panels. 

Panel	 End	 Cell	 Face	thickness	[mm]	 Stiffener	 Thickness	[mm]	

SP2	

A	

1	 2,99	 1	 2,96	
2	 2,96	 2	 2,92	
3	 2,92	 3	 2,95	
4	 2,96	 4	 2,94	
5	 2,94	 5	 3,00	
6	 2,97	 6	 3,01	
7	 2,97	 7	 2,98	
8	 2,95	 8	 2,98	
9	 3,02	 9	 2,96	
10	 2,98	 10	 2,99	
		 		 11	 3,00	

End	 Cell	 Face	thickness	[mm]	 Stiffener	 Thickness	[mm]	

B	

1	 2,94	 1	 3,01	
2	 3,04	 2	 2,98	
3	 2,98	 3	 3,00	
4	 3,06	 4	 3,01	
5	 3,03	 5	 2,96	
6	 2,99	 6	 2,95	
7	 3,01	 7	 2,93	
8	 3,01	 8	 2,93	
9	 3,01	 9	 2,94	
10	 2,99	 10	 2,94	
		 		 11	 2,95	

Panel	 End	 Cell	 Face	thickness	[mm]	 Stiffener	 Thickness	[mm]	

SP4	 A	 1	 2,98	 1	 3,05	
2	 2,98	 2	 2,96	
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3	 2,94	 3	 2,94	
4	 2,95	 4	 2,94	
5	 2,97	 5	 2,95	
6	 2,97	 6	 3,01	
7	 2,97	 7	 2,98	
8	 2,97	 8	 2,99	
9	 2,97	 9	 2,99	
10	 2,97	 10	 3,00	
		 		 11	 2,95	

End	 Cell	 Face	thickness	[mm]	 Stiffener	 Thickness	[mm]	

B	

1	 2,99	 1	 2,99	
2	 3	 2	 3,01	
3	 3,01	 3	 2,98	
4	 2,99	 4	 2,98	
5	 2,99	 5	 2,98	
6	 2,99	 6	 2,98	
7	 2,98	 7	 2,96	
8	 2,99	 8	 2,93	
9	 2,99	 9	 2,95	
10	 2,97	 10	 2,95	
		 		 11	 2,95	

Panel	 End	 Cell	 Face	thickness	[mm]	 Stiffener	 Thickness	[mm]	

	

A	

1	 2,95	 1	 2,94	
2	 2,97	 2	 2,93	
3	 2,97	 3	 2,93	
4	 2,99	 4	 2,95	
5	 2,97	 5	 2,97	
6	 2,97	 6	 2,97	
7	 2,98	 7	 2,98	
8	 2,96	 8	 2,95	
9	 2,97	 9	 2,96	
10	 2,97	 10	 2,94	
		 		 11	 2,95	

End	 Cell	 Face	thickness	[mm]	 Stiffener	 Thickness	[mm]	

B	

1	 2,97	 1	 3,01	
2	 3	 2	 2,97	
3	 3	 3	 2,94	
4	 3	 4	 2,95	
5	 3,01	 5	 2,96	
6	 3,01	 6	 2,96	
7	 2,99	 7	 2,97	
8	 2,99	 8	 2,98	
9	 2,99	 9	 2,97	
10	 2,97	 10	 2,98	
		 		 11	 3,00	

Panel	 End	 Cell	 Face	thickness	[mm]	 Stiffener	 Thickness	[mm]	

SP6	

A	

1	 3,01	 1	 2,96	
2	 2,99	 2	 2,97	
3	 3	 3	 2,98	
4	 2,99	 4	 2,99	
5	 2,99	 5	 2,95	
6	 2,94	 6	 2,98	
7	 2,97	 7	 2,98	
8	 3,04	 8	 3,00	
9	 2,97	 9	 2,97	
10	 3	 10	 3,01	
		 		 11	 3,01	

End	 Cell	 Face	thickness	[mm]	 Stiffener	 Thickness	[mm]	

B	

1	 2,99	 1	 3,01	
2	 2,92	 2	 2,97	
3	 2,95	 3	 3,01	
4	 2,93	 4	 2,96	
5	 2,95	 5	 2,97	
6	 2,95	 6	 2,96	
7	 2,95	 7	 2,96	
8	 3	 8	 2,97	
9	 2,96	 9	 2,97	
10	 2,96	 10	 2,98	
		 		 11	 2,95	
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Table	A3. Sandwich panel measurements 

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	 Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SW2	 A	 1199,00	 top	 1	 20,58	 20,52	 20,41	 116,29	 116,29	 116,29	
	 		 		 1199,00	 2	 20,21	 20,26	 20,24	 116,62	 116,61	 116,62	
	 		 		 middle	 3	 20,07	 20,14	 20,11	 116,43	 116,42	 116,43	
	 		 		 1198,00	 4	 20,06	 20,09	 20,10	 116,61	 116,65	 116,67	
	 		 		 bottom	 5	 20,02	 20,06	 20,01	 116,63	 116,57	 116,58	
	 		 		 1198,00	 6	 20,22	 20,25	 20,22	 116,55	 116,52	 116,56	
	 		 		 		 7	 20,25	 20,26	 20,26	 116,46	 116,46	 116,47	
	 		 		 		 8	 20,80	 20,83	 20,83	 116,43	 116,40	 116,46	
	 		 		 		 9	 20,38	 20,34	 20,40	 116,73	 116,73	 116,73	
		 		 		 		 10	 19,91	 19,95	 19,97	 116,13	 116,13	 116,14	

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SW2	 B	 		 top	 1	 20,71	 20,71	 20,70	 116,37	 116,38	 116,37	
	 		 		 1199,00	 2	 19,90	 19,92	 19,94	 116,68	 116,68	 116,68	
	 		 		 middle	 3	 20,22	 20,22	 20,22	 116,41	 116,41	 116,40	
	 		 		 1197,00	 4	 20,76	 20,80	 20,76	 116,16	 116,17	 116,16	
	 		 		 bottom	 5	 20,00	 19,97	 19,96	 116,45	 116,44	 116,44	
	 		 		 1197,00	 6	 19,77	 19,80	 19,76	 116,52	 116,52	 116,53	
	 		 		 		 7	 19,89	 19,92	 19,95	 116,21	 116,21	 116,21	
	 		 		 		 8	 19,72	 19,72	 19,71	 116,55	 116,54	 116,56	
	 		 		 		 9	 20,14	 20,16	 20,13	 116,57	 116,56	 116,56	
		 		 		 		 10	 20,15	 20,13	 20,17	 115,71	 115,73	 115,74	

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	 Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SW3	 A	 1199,00	 top	 1	 20,71	 20,92	 20,97	 115,15	 115,17	 115,15	
	 		 		 1198,00	 2	 18,60	 18,71	 18,72	 116,26	 116,26	 116,25	
	 		 		 middle	 3	 19,84	 19,84	 19,89	 116,55	 116,54	 116,55	
	 		 		 1197,00	 4	 19,88	 19,90	 19,80	 116,63	 116,63	 116,63	
	 		 		 bottom	 5	 19,90	 19,97	 19,95	 116,63	 116,63	 116,63	
	 		 		 1199,00	 6	 19,84	 19,86	 19,89	 116,14	 116,15	 116,16	
	 		 		 		 7	 19,86	 19,86	 19,85	 116,92	 116,93	 116,95	
	 		 		 		 8	 19,85	 19,87	 19,88	 116,26	 116,26	 116,26	
	 		 		 		 9	 20,12	 20,06	 20,15	 116,50	 116,54	 116,56	
		 		 		 		 10	 19,89	 19,93	 19,89	 116,51	 116,50	 116,46	

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SW3	 B	 		 top	 1	 18,80	 18,89	 18,89	 116,04	 116,04	 116,05	
	 		 		 1199,00	 2	 19,99	 20,08	 20,09	 116,40	 116,40	 116,37	
	 		 		 middle	 3	 19,81	 19,83	 19,89	 116,74	 116,72	 116,71	
	 		 		 1199,00	 4	 20,10	 20,11	 20,08	 116,61	 116,61	 116,62	
	 		 		 bottom	 5	 20,44	 20,44	 20,44	 116,68	 116,68	 116,68	
	 		 		 1198,00	 6	 20,01	 19,99	 20,05	 116,42	 116,39	 116,43	
	 		 		 		 7	 20,13	 20,15	 20,15	 116,61	 116,63	 116,65	
	 		 		 		 8	 20,15	 20,16	 20,20	 116,38	 116,39	 116,39	
	 		 		 		 9	 20,05	 20,05	 20,08	 116,66	 116,60	 116,60	
		 		 		 		 10	 19,90	 19,93	 19,89	 116,31	 116,32	 116,32	

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	 Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SW4	 A	 1199,00	 top	 1	 20,55	 20,56	 20,57	 116,13	 116,14	 116,14	
	 		 		 1198,00	 2	 20,12	 20,11	 20,16	 116,85	 116,85	 116,84	
	 		 		 middle	 3	 21,22	 21,21	 21,22	 116,61	 116,62	 116,62	
	 		 		 1197,00	 4	 20,01	 21,07	 21,04	 116,57	 116,53	 116,55	
	 		 		 bottom	 5	 20,24	 20,26	 20,25	 116,33	 116,32	 116,35	
	 		 		 1198,00	 6	 20,39	 20,38	 20,37	 116,58	 116,60	 116,61	
	 		 		 		 7	 20,23	 20,25	 20,27	 116,47	 116,5	 116,48	
	 		 		 		 8	 20,29	 20,25	 20,3	 116,39	 116,39	 116,4	
	 		 		 		 9	 19,85	 19,84	 19,85	 116,31	 116,31	 116,31	
		 		 		 		 10	 20,74	 20,77	 20,71	 115,36	 115,36	 115,37	

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SW4	 B	 		 top	 1	 19,99	 20,00	 20,00	 116,28	 116,30	 116,31	
	 		 		 1199,00	 2	 20,06	 20,05	 20,08	 116,49	 116,49	 116,48	
	 		 		 middle	 3	 20,07	 20,05	 20,05	 116,77	 116,77	 116,77	
	 		 		 1198,00	 4	 19,98	 19,94	 19,98	 116,41	 116,40	 116,40	
	 		 		 bottom	 5	 19,93	 19,96	 19,97	 116,63	 116,62	 116,64	
	 		 		 1199,00	 6	 20,04	 20,08	 20,05	 116,81	 116,82	 116,82	
	 		 		 		 7	 20,08	 20,12	 20,07	 116,19	 116,19	 116,19	
	 		 		 		 8	 20,07	 20,04	 20,09	 116,49	 116,43	 116,48	
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	 		 		 		 9	 18,65	 18,67	 18,67	 116,66	 116,65	 116,66	
		 		 		 		 10	 19,87	 19,99	 19,99	 115,85	 115,84	 115,86	

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SW5	 A	 1200,00	 top	 1	 20,00	 20,00	 20,00	 115,92	 115,91	 115,92	
	 		 		 1199,00	 2	 20,54	 20,50	 20,53	 116,48	 116,49	 116,48	
	 		 		 middle	 3	 20,85	 20,87	 20,91	 116,64	 116,64	 116,64	
	 		 		 1198,00	 4	 20,13	 20,04	 20,12	 116,36	 116,37	 116,35	
	 		 		 bottom	 5	 20,17	 20,17	 20,18	 116,61	 116,62	 116,61	
	 		 		 1199,00	 6	 20,25	 20,19	 20,22	 116,74	 116,74	 116,74	
	 		 		 		 7	 20,41	 20,33	 20,31	 116,49	 116,49	 116,49	
	 		 		 		 8	 20,03	 20,06	 20,06	 116,68	 116,69	 116,70	
	 		 		 		 9	 20,03	 20,02	 20,03	 116,65	 116,65	 116,63	
		 		 		 		 10	 19,93	 19,90	 19,94	 116,10	 116,15	 116,13	

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	 Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SW5	 B	 		 top	 1	 19,25	 19,25	 19,23	 116,27	 116,29	 116,28	
	 		 		 1199,00	 2	 19,93	 19,95	 19,94	 116,19	 116,21	 116,22	
	 		 		 middle	 3	 19,95	 19,94	 19,93	 116,64	 116,63	 116,63	
	 		 		 1198,00	 4	 20,03	 19,98	 20,00	 116,66	 116,65	 116,65	
	 		 		 bottom	 5	 19,97	 19,91	 19,95	 116,41	 116,42	 116,20	
	 		 		 1199,00	 6	 19,90	 19,90	 19,91	 116,61	 116,64	 116,64	
	 		 		 		 7	 20,08	 20,05	 20,07	 116,60	 116,62	 116,63	
	 		 		 		 8	 19,83	 19,82	 19,84	 116,53	 115,86	 116,56	
	 		 		 		 9	 19,92	 19,93	 19,94	 116,64	 116,65	 116,65	
		 		 		 		 10	 19,83	 19,90	 19,84	 116,17	 116,17	 116,18	

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	
Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SW6	 A	 1199,00	 top	 1	 18,95	 18,94	 18,95	 115,95	 115,94	 115,95	
	 		 		 1198,00	 2	 20,04	 20,10	 20,09	 116,45	 116,46	 116,46	
	 		 		 center	 3	 19,97	 19,96	 19,92	 116,97	 116,96	 116,97	
	 		 		 1197,00	 4	 19,55	 19,56	 19,55	 116,57	 116,55	 116,56	
	 		 		 bottom	 5	 20,14	 20,11	 20,10	 116,19	 116,13	 116,13	
	 		 		 1198,00	 6	 20,37	 20,35	 20,35	 116,40	 116,40	 116,38	
	 		 		 		 7	 19,72	 19,80	 19,77	 116,63	 116,64	 116,64	
	 		 		 		 8	 20,07	 20,08	 20,05	 116,66	 116,66	 116,67	
	 		 		 		 9	 19,95	 19,95	 19,97	 116,57	 116,59	 116,57	
		 		 		 		 10	 19,66	 19,67	 19,69	 116,32	 116,32	 116,30	

Panel	 End	 Length	 Width	 Cell	 Cell	height	 		 		 Cell	width	 		 		
1	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	

SW6	 B	 		 top	 1	 20,52	 20,60	 20,56	 115,43	 115,43	 115,44	
	 		 		 1199,00	 2	 20,11	 20,15	 20,07	 116,49	 116,47	 116,50	
	 		 		 middle	 3	 20,46	 20,45	 20,47	 116,65	 116,65	 116,66	
	 		 		 1197,00	 4	 20,42	 20,42	 20,40	 116,47	 116,46	 116,46	
	 		 		 bottom	 5	 19,85	 19,87	 19,84	 116,26	 116,25	 116,25	
	 		 		 1198,00	 6	 20,13	 20,11	 20,14	 116,56	 116,57	 116,58	
	 		 		 		 7	 20,15	 20,18	 20,17	 116,72	 116,71	 116,70	
	 		 		 		 8	 20,10	 20,13	 20,10	 116,81	 116,82	 116,83	
	 		 		 		 9	 20,09	 20,11	 20,12	 116,50	 116,50	 116,47	
		 		 		 		 10	 20,05	 20,06	 20,02	 116,10	 116,10	 116,10	
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Appendix 3 Dimensions of deformed stiffened 
panels 

1.1 Introduction	
Stiffened panels were highly deformed in indentation experiments (Figure A14). In indentation ex-
periment, bulbous indenter was driven against stiffened panel using hydraulic force cylinder. 
Panel deformed due to high contact force between indenter and stiffened panel. Panels were in-
tended to be fully clamped from boundaries using bolt connections and a clamping frame plate 
(Figure A14 (A)). However, due to high forces subjected to boundaries it was assumed that imple-
mented boundary condition may not have worked perfectly but had allowed some sliding. There-
fore, some dimensions of stiffened panels were measured after experiments.  

	

Figure	A14. A) Stiffened panel in indentation experiment. Notice boundary condition configu-
ration. Indenter is the rotated bulbous block of steel. B) Deformed stiffened panel. 

1.2 Equipment	and	methods	
Measured dimensions are presented in Figure A15. Lengths and widths of the panels were meas-
ured by using a tape measure with length of 3m. Panel dimensions were nominally 1200x1200mm, 
thus length of the tape measure was sufficient. Lengths and widths were measured as described in 
Figure A15. Diameters of stiffened panel holes were measured with Mitutoyo 500-311 caliper in 
longitudinal and transversal directions as described in Figure A15. Measurements were taken both 
before and after the experiments and difference between dimensions was used as a measure for 
deformation of the holes. Average values and confidence intervals were calculated for the meas-
ured values to summarize the results. 
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Table	A6. Table contains measured hole diameters in x and y directions for SP4 stiffened panel. Rows I and II are 
shown separately. Difference between original and deformed values is presented. 

Plate	 Plate	
end	 Hole	 I	 Ave-

rage	

SP4	 A	

Cell	->	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

y	-	Before	 25,92	 25,91	 25,98	 25,86	 25,93	 25,83	 25,99	 25,87	 25,91	

y	-	After	 25,96	 25,97	 25,95	 26,13	 26,11	 26,08	 25,93	 25,88	 26,00	

After-Before	 0,04	 0,06	 -0,03	 0,27	 0,18	 0,25	 -0,06	 0,01	 0,09	

x	-	Before	 25,89	 25,92	 25,90	 25,88	 25,99	 25,87	 25,94	 25,86	 25,91	

x	-	After	 26,02	 26,20	 26,49	 26,95	 26,63	 26,46	 25,95	 26,02	 26,34	

After-Before	 0,13	 0,28	 0,59	 1,07	 0,64	 0,59	 0,01	 0,16	 0,43	
Hole	 II	 Ave-

rage	
Cell	->	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

y	-	Before	 25,93	 25,96	 25,92	 25,87	 25,81	 25,88	 25,76	 25,92	 25,88	

y	-	After	 25,83	 25,87	 25,87	 25,89	 25,92	 25,85	 25,90	 26,02	 25,89	

After-Before	 -0,10	 -0,09	 -0,05	 0,02	 0,11	 -0,03	 0,14	 0,10	 0,01	

x	-	Before	 25,90	 25,83	 26,00	 26,01	 25,67	 25,89	 25,93	 25,89	 25,89	

x	-	After	 26,00	 25,83	 26,04	 25,96	 26,07	 25,92	 25,84	 25,94	 25,95	

After-Before	 0,10	 0,00	 0,04	 -0,05	 0,40	 0,03	 -0,09	 0,05	 0,06	

Plate	 Plate	
end	 Hole	 I	 Ave-

rage	

SP4	 B	

Cell	->	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

y	-	Before	 25,89	 25,87	 26,02	 25,97	 25,97	 25,96	 25,96	 25,94	 25,95	

y	-	After	 25,87	 25,98	 26,09	 26,16	 26,15	 26,06	 25,92	 25,92	 26,02	

After-Before	 -0,02	 0,11	 0,07	 0,19	 0,18	 0,10	 -0,04	 -0,02	 0,07	

x	-	Before	 25,95	 25,94	 25,86	 26,00	 25,74	 26,02	 25,90	 25,61	 25,88	

x	-	After	 26,06	 26,01	 26,46	 26,50	 26,83	 26,34	 25,95	 25,93	 26,26	

After-Before	 0,11	 0,07	 0,60	 0,50	 1,09	 0,32	 0,05	 0,32	 0,38	

Hole	 II	 Ave-
rage	

Cell	->	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

y	-	Before	 25,93	 25,94	 25,97	 25,96	 26,00	 25,96	 25,94	 25,92	 25,95	

y	-	After	 25,95	 25,97	 25,93	 25,93	 25,92	 25,91	 25,90	 25,96	 25,93	

After-Before	 0,02	 0,03	 -0,04	 -0,03	 -0,08	 -0,05	 -0,04	 0,04	 -0,02	

x	-	Before	 25,98	 26,03	 25,85	 25,73	 26,03	 25,98	 26,01	 26,07	 25,96	

x	-	After	 26,01	 26,01	 25,98	 25,95	 25,87	 25,94	 25,99	 25,96	 25,96	

After-Before	 0,03	 -0,02	 0,13	 0,22	 -0,16	 -0,04	 -0,02	 -0,11	 0,00	
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Table	A7. Table contains measured hole diameters in x and y directions for SP5 stiffened panel. Rows I and II are 
shown separately. Difference between original and deformed values is presented. 

Plate	 Plate	
end	 Hole	 I	

Mean	

SP5	 A	

Cell	->	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

y	-	Before	 26,04	 25,94	 25,89	 25,91	 25,92	 25,94	 25,92	 25,94	 25,94	

y	-	After	 25,99	 26,00	 26,02	 26,01	 26,14	 26,11	 26,01	 26,01	 26,04	

After-Before	 -0,05	 0,06	 0,13	 0,10	 0,22	 0,17	 0,09	 0,07	 0,10	

x	-	Before	 25,90	 25,89	 26,02	 25,82	 25,86	 25,98	 25,83	 25,89	 25,90	

x	-	After	 25,99	 26,14	 26,41	 26,55	 26,87	 26,54	 26,21	 26,21	 26,37	

After-Before	 0,09	 0,25	 0,39	 0,73	 1,01	 0,56	 0,38	 0,32	 0,47	
Hole	 II	

Mean	
Cell	->	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

y	-	Before	 25,95	 25,93	 25,86	 25,89	 25,84	 25,89	 25,91	 25,94	 25,90	

y	-	After	 26,01	 25,99	 25,94	 25,95	 25,96	 25,98	 26,01	 26,04	 25,99	

After-Before	 0,06	 0,06	 0,08	 0,06	 0,12	 0,09	 0,10	 0,10	 0,08	

x	-	Before	 25,95	 25,90	 25,84	 25,91	 25,90	 25,88	 25,86	 25,94	 25,90	

x	-	After	 26,16	 26,07	 26,05	 26,18	 26,15	 26,14	 26,16	 26,18	 26,14	

After-Before	 0,21	 0,17	 0,21	 0,27	 0,25	 0,26	 0,30	 0,24	 0,24	

Plate	 Plate	
end	 Hole	 I	

Mean	

SP5	 B	

Cell	->	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

y	-	Before	 25,92	 25,99	 26,04	 25,99	 25,97	 25,94	 25,93	 25,92	 25,96	

y	-	After	 25,88	 26,00	 26,19	 26,08	 26,15	 26,06	 26,02	 25,97	 26,04	

After-Before	 -0,04	 0,01	 0,15	 0,09	 0,18	 0,12	 0,09	 0,05	 0,08	

x	-	Before	 25,99	 25,98	 25,83	 25,96	 26,03	 26,00	 25,92	 26,06	 25,97	

x	-	After	 26,05	 26,03	 26,44	 26,85	 26,64	 26,02	 26,06	 26,03	 26,27	

After-Before	 0,06	 0,05	 0,61	 0,89	 0,61	 0,02	 0,14	 -0,03	 0,29	

Hole	 II	
Mean	

Cell	->	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

y	-	Before	 25,98	 25,99	 25,99	 25,98	 25,95	 25,99	 25,96	 25,97	 25,98	

y	-	After	 25,89	 26,04	 26,03	 26,02	 26,01	 25,94	 25,97	 25,93	 25,98	

After-Before	 -0,09	 0,05	 0,04	 0,04	 0,06	 -0,05	 0,01	 -0,04	 0,00	

x	-	Before	 25,87	 25,90	 26,04	 25,94	 25,89	 26,02	 26,05	 26,08	 25,97	

x	-	After	 26,09	 25,99	 25,94	 25,98	 26,00	 26,09	 26,07	 26,06	 26,03	

After-Before	 0,22	 0,09	 -0,10	 0,04	 0,11	 0,07	 0,02	 -0,02	 0,05	
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Table	A8. Table contains measured hole diameters in x and y directions for SP6 stiffened panel. Rows I and II are 
shown separately. Difference between original and deformed values is presented. 

Plate	 Plate	end	 Hole	 I	
Mean	

SP6	 A	

Cell	->	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

y	-	Before	 26,03	 25,92	 25,91	 25,89	 25,94	 25,93	 25,97	 25,98	 25,95	

y	-	After	 26,01	 25,97	 25,98	 26,10	 26,12	 26,05	 25,92	 25,88	 26,00	

After-Before	 -0,02	 0,05	 0,07	 0,21	 0,18	 0,12	 -0,05	 -0,10	 0,06	

x	-	Before	 26,11	 26,14	 26,03	 25,99	 26,06	 26,07	 25,97	 26,04	 26,05	

x	-	After	 26,14	 26,20	 26,56	 26,89	 27,01	 26,36	 25,98	 26,06	 26,40	

After-Before	 0,03	 0,06	 0,53	 0,90	 0,95	 0,29	 0,01	 0,02	 0,35	

Hole	 II	
Mean	

Cell	->	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

y	-	Before	 25,99	 25,87	 25,94	 25,94	 25,88	 25,87	 25,88	 25,91	 25,91	

y	-	After	 26,02	 25,92	 25,90	 25,90	 25,96	 25,88	 25,83	 25,95	 25,92	

After-Before	 0,03	 0,05	 -0,04	 -0,04	 0,08	 0,01	 -0,05	 0,04	 0,01	

x	-	Before	 25,99	 26,02	 26,01	 26,01	 26,16	 25,98	 26,11	 26,08	 26,05	

x	-	After	 26,11	 26,05	 25,96	 26,07	 26,11	 26,07	 26,01	 26,02	 26,05	

After-Before	 0,12	 0,03	 -0,05	 0,06	 -0,05	 0,09	 -0,10	 -0,06	 0,01	

Plate	 Plate	end	 Hole	 I	
Mean	

SP6	 B	

Cell	->	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

y	-	Before	 25,89	 25,91	 25,98	 25,99	 25,88	 25,91	 25,93	 25,96	 25,93	

y	-	After	 25,77	 25,82	 26,10	 26,12	 25,99	 25,84	 25,76	 25,85	 25,91	

After-Before	 -0,12	 -0,09	 0,12	 0,13	 0,11	 -0,07	 -0,17	 -0,11	 -0,03	

x	-	Before	 26,06	 25,91	 25,96	 25,95	 26,07	 26,05	 26,04	 25,97	 26,00	

x	-	After	 25,96	 26,07	 26,59	 26,64	 26,56	 26,22	 26,11	 26,04	 26,27	

After-Before	 -0,10	 0,16	 0,63	 0,69	 0,49	 0,17	 0,07	 0,07	 0,27	

Hole	 II	
Mean	

Cell	->	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	

y	-	Before	 25,93	 25,96	 25,95	 25,91	 25,86	 25,86	 25,85	 25,87	 25,90	

y	-	After	 25,86	 25,96	 25,95	 25,90	 25,90	 25,85	 25,75	 25,87	 25,88	

After-Before	 -0,07	 0,00	 0,00	 -0,01	 0,04	 -0,01	 -0,10	 0,00	 -0,02	

x	-	Before	 25,98	 26,07	 26,01	 25,96	 25,98	 26,07	 26,07	 25,96	 26,01	

x	-	After	 26,06	 26,01	 25,99	 26,05	 26,02	 26,04	 26,08	 26,05	 26,04	

After-Before	 0,08	 -0,06	 -0,02	 0,09	 0,04	 -0,03	 0,01	 0,09	 0,03	
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Appendix 4 Weld hardness measurements 

1.1 Introduction	
Hardness measurements on laser stake weld were performed to find out if weld region contained 
unexceptional hardness gradients. Test specimen – shown in Figure A19Table A6 – is cut from 
steel sandwich panel shown in figure 2. Laser stake weld connects 1,5mm thick face plate to 3mm 
thick stiffener. Material of plates is mild structural steel S235JR. Abrupt differences in hardness 
between base material and weld region can make the connection behave in brittle way which is un-
desirable. 

	

Figure	A19. Hardness measurement specimen mounted in epoxy resin on the left and a sec-
tion of sandwich panel on the right. 

	

Figure	A20. A pile of sandwich panels. Laser stake weld connects webs to face plates on 
whole panel length. 
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1.2 Equipment	and	methods	
Laser stake weld section was precut from sandwich panel with steel-band saw. Panel was cooled 
with cooling liquid to prevent the material from heating. Heating can cause transformations in 
weld region microstructure causing unreliable results. Hardness measurement specimen was then 
prepared in Aalto University material laboratory. Actual specimen was cut from precut panel sec-
tion with liquid-cooled abrasive cutter. Cutting was followed by grinding and polishing of the spec-
imen. Grinding was started with sandpaper of grade P320, continued with P800, P1200 and P2000 
papers. After grinding specimen was polished with 3µm and 1µm diamond paste. Postgraduate stu-
dent Pauli Lehto prepared the specimen. 

Hardness measurements are performed with semi-automatic hardness testing equipment. Test-
ing equipment shown in Figure A21 consists of the testing device itself and positioning system in-
cluding control panel and a PC. Testing device includes positioning table; revolver with two objec-
tives and indenter; ocular; controls for indentation measurement; and a screen that shows meas-
urement results. Positioning system is used to place the indenter on correct point. Indenter is po-
sitioned with joystick with help of the PC screen that shows the microscope vision. Indentations 
can be positioned with an accuracy of 5µm which is equivalent to 1 pixel. Testing device automati-
cally creates an indentation but it needs to be measured manually using controls and ocular. Re-
sults – horizontal (D1) and vertical (D2) dimensions of indentation and corresponding HV value – 
are read from screen of testing device and entered in notebook. 

	

Figure	A21. Hardness measurement system. Measuring device on the left, control panel with 
joystick and a PC. Microscope view including one indentation can be seen on the screen. 

Vickers hardness was measured with 1000gf force. Distance between indentations was 300µm for 
all measurements which is sufficient to prevent plastic deformations of an indentation affecting to 
other indentations. ISO standard defines distance between indentations to be at least three times 
indentation diagonal. Measurements were done in three lines as shown in Figure A22. Lines 1 and 
2 are parallel to the face plate, spaced 0,5mm from surfaces. Line 3 is placed on the centerline of the 
weld, first indentation 0,3mm from top of the weld cap. Number of indentations i.e. lengths of 
measurement lines is decided based on measurements. When a few measured values settle down 
to hardness of the base material, measurements are discontinued. Indentation diagonals are meas-
ured once but in case of inconsistent result, measurement is repeated to minimize errors. 
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Figure	A22. Schematic picture of cross-section of specimen with lines where measurements 
were taken. 

1.3 Results	
After measurements were done, specimen was etched to make microstructural differences visible. 
Microscopic picture of the specimen in Figure A23 shows specimen after etching. Measurement 
results for each measurement line are plotted in Figure A24-Figure A26, respectively. Base mate-
rial (BM), heat affected zone (HAZ) and weld material (WM) zones are separated with vertical 
lines. Boundary values for different zones are shown with yellow lines. Boundary between BM and 
HAZ is HV130 and boundary between HAZ and WM is HV240. Measurement data is shown in Ta-
ble A9. Measurements are indexed so that number before dot relates to measurement line and 
number after dot is the ordinal of the measurement. Peak values are highlighted with red and low-
est values are bolded. 

In total of 62 indentations were done, three of those measured twice, summing to 65 measure-
ments. Most indentations were performed on measurement line 1, 23 measurements on distance 
of 6,6mm. On line 2 it was noticed 21 measurements or 6mm to be enough. On line 3, 18 measure-
ments were taken. Measurement line 3 was positioned on the center of the weld, 2,9mm from start-
ing points of lines 1 and 2. Indentation lines 1 and 2 are not perfectly parallel with face plate which 
is probably result of misalignment of the specimen in respect to the positioning table. Indentation 
1.6 was positioned incorrectly but measured hardness is in line with that of point 2.6. 

	

Figure	A23. Microscopic photo of indented surface after etching. 
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Figure	A24. Vickers hardness profile on measurement line 1 separated to zones representing 
different material characteristics. 

	

Figure	A25. Vickers hardness values on measurement line 2. 
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Figure	A26. Vickers hardness values on measurement line 3. 

Table	A9. Indentation dimensions and hardness values at measurement points on line 1, 2 and 3. D1 means hori-
zontal dimension and D2 vertical dimension. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

1.X Position	
(μm)

D1	(μm) D2	(μm) HV Zone 3.X Position	
(μm)

D1	(μm) D2	(μm) HV Zone 2.X Position	
(μm)

D1	(μm) D2	(μm) HV Zone

1 0 122,2 124,8 121,5 1 0 85,7 86,4 250,4 1 0 120,2 122,5 125,9

2 300 121,1 124,0 123,4 2 300 86,9 85,1 250,7 2 300 120,0 119,6 129,2

3 600 121,8 123,9 122,8 3 600 88,1 88,2 238,6 120,5 12,1 127,6

4 900 120,5 121,5 126,6 4 900 84,2 84,1 261,8 3 600 117,9 120,7 130,2

5 1200 119,3 121,3 128,1 5 1200 82,6 83,4 269,1 120,0 122,3 126,3

6 1650 118,4 120,1 130,4 6 1500 83,9 84,8 260,6 4 900 124,3 121,6 122,6

7 1800 110,0 112,4 149,9 7 1800 83,0 83,0 269,1 5 1200 121,7 122,7 124,1

8 2100 101,7 102,4 178,0 8 2100 87,2 85,4 248,9 6 1500 120,7 119,2 128,8

9 2400 88,0 87,8 240,0 9 2400 112,9 112,6 145,8 7 1800 115,2 115,0 139,9

10 2700 83,8 83,8 274,1 113,0 111,7 146,9 8 2100 106,7 106,6 163,0

11 3000 83,7 85,1 260,3 10 2700 104,0 106,2 167,8 9 2400 92,9 90,4 220,7

12 3300 84,8 84,8 252,1 11 3000 111,5 112,6 147,6 10 2700 85,3 83,7 259,7

13 3600 100,1 102,5 180,7 12 3300 114,6 114,5 141,3 11 3000 87,6 86,6 244,4

14 3900 108,7 110,7 154,0 13 3600 118,1 119,5 131,3 12 3300 85,3 86,1 252,4

15 4200 114,8 113,7 142,0 14 3900 120,8 119,9 128,0 13 3600 101,0 102,6 178,9

16 4500 117,5 116,9 135,0 15 4200 120,8 120,7 127,1 14 3900 109,4 108,2 156,6

17 4800 117,8 120,2 130,9 16 4500 124,8 123,7 120,1 15 4200 115,7 115,7 138,5

18 5100 121,3 119,6 127,8 17 4800 120,2 120,2 128,3 16 4500 119,8 119,8 131,2

19 5400 121,0 121,0 126,6 18 5100 121,3 119,2 128,2 17 4800 118,1 119,2 131,7

20 5700 124,3 121,3 122,9 18 5100 120,6 120,5 127,6

21 6000 123,4 123,7 121,4 19 5400 120,0 123,1 125,5

22 6300 120,9 123,0 124,6 20 5700 119,7 124,0 124,8

23 6600 122,8 124,3 121,4 21 6000 119,4 124,9 124,2

BM

Measurement	line	3

WM

HAZ

BM

Measurement	line	2

BM

HAZ

WM

HAZ

Measurement	line	1

BM

HAZ

WM

HAZ

BM
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Appendix 5 Manufacturing drawings 

	

Figure	A27. Manufacturing drawing of long HE600B beam with 40mm thick end plates 
welded to 1720mm long beam. 
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Figure	A28. Manufacturing drawing of short HE600B beam. 
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Figure	A29. Manufacturing drawing of triangle support. 
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Figure	A30. Manufacturing drawing of bottom support plate. 
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Figure	A31. Manufacturing drawing of top support plate.  
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Figure	A32. Manufacturing drawing of short steel block used in clamping of stiffened panel. 
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Figure	A33. Manufacturing drawing of long steel blocks used in clamping of stiffened panel. 
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Figure	A34. Manufacturing drawing of the bulb indenter 
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Appendix 7 Calibration certificates for force 
and displacement transducers 
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Appendix 8 Simulations of the stress-state spe-
cific tensile tests 

Tensile tests were performed on specimens designed to represent specific stress states. Specimens 
were called standard uniaxial tension (UA), central hole (CH), plane strain (PS) and shear speci-
mens. CH specimen was designed to represent material fracture behavior in uniaxial tension 
throughout the loading that UA specimen does not actually capture. Plane strain and shear speci-
mens represent stress states of pure plane strain and pure shear strain. Geometries of the speci-
mens are shown in . Two pieces of each type specimens were tested. The tests were performed with 
standard material tensile test machine. Loading velocity was kept in quasi-static region. Force and 
elongation were recorded in the experiments and obtained force-elongation curves were used as a 
reference for the simulation results. The purpose of the simulations was to obtain a good correla-
tion between force-elongation curves obtained from experiments and simulations. This was 
achieved by varying the element-specific fracture strain in simulations until optimal correspond-
ence was reached. 

  

Figure	A35. Figure 1. Tensile test specimens used in stress state specific material tensile 
tests. UA, CH and PS specimens are presented roughly in same scale. Shear specimen is 

shown in double scale compared to the other specimens.  
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Appendix 9 Scripts 

1.1 Matlab	sripts	

1.1.1 Plot	fracture	locus	
Calls function MMC (fracture locus plot according to input parameters) and plots experimental 
data. 

 
%% For 3 mm material 
% MMC(meshsize,thickness,A,n,C1,C2,C3,Lcal,tcal) 
% c1=0.026; 
% c2=340;  
% c3=0.980; 
MMC(3,3,613.5,0.1826,0.026,340,0.980,3,3) 
 
%% for 1.5 mm material use this one 
 
% c1=0.1;%0.11   shape change 
% c2=357;         %360  up and down 
% c3=1.0;        %1.01 flatness 
% MMC(3,3,613.5,0.1826,c1,c2,c3,5,5) 
 
%C2 - modify by moving curve up and down with C2 
%C1 changes the shape-smaller C1 will make the curve more similar in PST  
%and SHEAR (keeps the shear point in place) 
%Smaller C3 will make curve more flat (keeps the UAT point in place) 
  
% A- changes height 
% C1 - CONTROLS FLATNESS 
% c2 CONTROLS HEIGHT 
% C3 controls the curvature 
ef15=[0.6 1.3 1.1 1; 1/sqrt(3) 1/3 0.42 0]; 
ef3=[0.8 1.5 1.1 0.9; 1/sqrt(3) 1/3 0.42 0]; 
  
e3=[0.8 1.5 1.1 0.9]; T3=[1/sqrt(3) 1/3 0.4 0]; 
  
h(1)=plot(ef15(2,:),ef15(1,:),'.','DisplayName','t=1.5'); 
h(2)=plot(ef3(2,:),ef3(1,:),'r.','DisplayName','t=3'); 
legend(gca,'show','location','eastoutside') 
  
% plot_pub(1) 
ylim([0 1.6]) 
xlim([-0.1 2/3]) 
  
set(h,'markersize',10) 
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1.1.2 Function	MMC	that	plots		
This function plots fracture locus according to input parameters and also provides the fracture 
curve for different element lengths.  

 
function MMC(meshsize,thick,A,n,C1,C2,C3,Lcal,tcal) 
%Lou 
eta=0:0.0001:2/3; 
 
ef=(A.*(C3+sqrt(3).*(1-C3).*(sec((1./3).*asin((27./2).*eta.^3-
(9./2).*eta))-1)./ ... 
    (2-
sqrt(3))).*((1./3).*sqrt(3.*C1.^2+3).*cos((1./3).*asin((27./2).*eta.^3-
(9./2).*eta))... 
    +C1.*(eta-(1./3).*sin((1./3).*asin((27./2).*eta.^3-
(9./2).*eta))))./C2).^(-1./n); 
 
plot(eta,ef,'-b','DisplayName','input MMC fit');hold on; 
xlim([0 0.7]); ylim([0 1.5]) 
grid on 
set(gca,'yminorgrid','on') 
  
for i=1:1:length(eta) 
    if eta(i) <= 1/sqrt(3) 
        b(i)=(9*eta(i)^2-3*eta(i)*sqrt(12-27*eta(i)^2)+2)/(18*eta(i)^2-2); 
    else 
        b(i)=(9*eta(i)^2+3*eta(i)*sqrt(12-27*eta(i)^2)+2)./(18*eta(i)^2-2); 
    end 
end 
  
% beta=[0 -0.1 -0.3 -0.6 -1 -1.2 -1.5 -2 -3 -5 -10]; %s3/s1 
%Swift instability strains 
e1=(2*(2-b).*(1-b+b.^2))./(4-3*b-3*b.^2+4*b.^3)*n; 
e2=(2*(2*b-1).*(1-b+b.^2))./(4-3*b-3*b.^2+4*b.^3)*n; 
  
%Necking strains on triaxiality and failure strain space 
alfa=(2*b-1)./(2-b); 
eneck=2/sqrt(3).*sqrt(1+alfa+alfa.^2).*e1; 
  
% eneck= 2*n*sqrt(1-b+b.^2)./(1+b); 
plot(eta,eneck,'-k','DisplayName','Swift') 
  
% Lcal and tcal are calibration thickness and length that are used in shell 
element simulations and according to which fracture strain is calibrated.  
ex=eneck+(ef-eneck)*Lcal/tcal; 
tL=thick/meshsize; 
ef_l=eneck+(ex-eneck)*tL; 
plot(eta,ef_l,'--r','DisplayName',['L=' num2str(meshsize)]) 
  
xlabel('Stress triaxiality') 
ylabel('Fracture strain') 
end 
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1.2 Material	subroutines	

1.2.1 Material	model	for	solid	elements	
c|  Material model for MATINE steel S235J used in MATINE tensile (solid) simulations 
c|  ------------------------------------------------------------| 
c|  Copyright 2016 Mihkel Kõrgesaar, Aalto University            
c|  D.Sc. (Tech.), Post-doctoral researcher                     | 
c|  Aalto University, Department of Mechanical Engineering      | 
c|  Puumiehentie 5a, 02150 Espoo                                | 
c|  Mob. +358 5056 48878                                        | 
c|  all rights reserved                                         | 
c|  ------------------------------------------------------------|                                           
c/   v2 - 29/09/2016                                               
c/     - added nmp variable. This is needed when discretized str- 
c/     ess strain curve is used 
C Read only - 
     1 nblock, ndir, nshr, nstatev, nfieldv, nprops, lanneal, 
     2 stepTime, totalTime, dt, cmname, coordMp, charLength, 
     3 props, density, strainInc, relSpinInc, 
     4 tempOld, stretchOld, defgradOld, fieldOld, 
     3 stressOld, stateOld, enerInternOld, enerInelasOld, 
     6 tempNew, stretchNew, defgradNew, fieldNew, 
C Write only - 
     5 stressNew, stateNew, enerInternNew, enerInelasNew ) 
C 
      include 'vaba_param.inc' 
      parameter( zero = 0., half = 0.5, one = 1., 
     . two=2.,threehalf=1.5) 
C 
      real*8 C1, C2, C3, alfa,e1s,eneck,ef,eplat,D 
      real*8 sigmazero,g,g2,nex,Ah,pt,Lcal,tcal,fs 
      dimension props(nprops), density(nblock), coordMp(nblock,*), 
     1 charLength(nblock), strainInc(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     2 relSpinInc(nblock,nshr), tempOld(nblock), 
     3 stretchOld(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     4 defgradOld(nblock,ndir+nshr+nshr), 
     5 fieldOld(nblock,nfieldv), stressOld(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     6 stateOld(nblock,nstatev), enerInternOld(nblock), 
     7 enerInelasOld(nblock), tempNew(nblock),eigval(nblock,ndir), 
     8 stretchNew(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     8 defgradNew(nblock,ndir+nshr+nshr), 
     9 fieldNew(nblock,nfieldv), 
     1 stressNew(nblock,ndir+nshr), stateNew(nblock,nstatev),xmult(43), 
     2 enerInternNew(nblock), enerInelasNew(nblock),ceps(43),sg(43) 
c The state variables are stored as 
c STATE(*,1)=effective plastic strain 
c STATE(*,2)=hydrostatic pressure 
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c STATE(*,3)=variable controlling deletion 
c STATE(*,4)=von Mises stress 
      character*80 cmname 
      cmname='Plane stress plasticity with softening' 
C     Defined in property pane 
c Elastic modulus 
c poisson ratio 
c plate thickness 
      E=props(1) 
      pr=props(2) 
      pt=props(3) 
      fs=props(4) 
      nmp=43 
      g2=E/(one + pr) 
      sigmazero=270. 
      g=half*g2 
c      Ch=6.8e+8 
c      Hf=0.205 - replaced with nex in e1 calc 
c      ezero=0.011635 
      eplat=0. 
c Material curve        
      sg=(/270.00,293.48,319.18,362.12,407.42,439.17,449.76,459.49, 
     . 464.49,469.49,474.49,484.49,494.49,504.49,512.49,520.49, 
     . 528.49,532.49,540.49,548.49,556.49,564.49,572.49,580.49, 
     . 604.49,628.49,652.49,676.49,700.49,724.49,748.49,772.49, 
     . 796.49,820.49,844.49,868.49,892.49,916.49,940.49,964.49, 
     . 988.49,1012.49,1036.49/) 
      ceps=(/0.000,0.008,0.020,0.050,0.100,0.150,0.170,0.190, 
     . 0.200,0.210,0.220,0.240,0.260,0.280,0.300,0.320, 
     . 0.340,0.350,0.370,0.390,0.410,0.430,0.450,0.470, 
     . 0.530,0.590,0.650,0.710,0.770,0.830,0.890,0.950, 
     . 1.010,1.070,1.130,1.190,1.250,1.310,1.370,1.430, 
     . 1.490,1.550,1.610/) 
      do 100 i = 1,nblock 
         davg=(-strainInc(i,1)-strainInc(i,2)-strainInc(i,3))/3.          
c        Computing Hydrostatic Stress(Incremental)   p==hp    
         hp=-davg*E/(one-two*pr)       
c        Computing Total Hydrostatic Stress     hisv(i,2)==thp 
         stateNew(i,2)=stateOld(i,2)-hp   
c        Computing Trial Stress 
         dap1=g2*(strainInc(i,1)+davg) 
         dap2=g2*(strainInc(i,2)+davg) 
         dap3=g2*(strainInc(i,3)+davg)   
         da1=stressOld(i,1)+hp+dap1 
         da2=stressOld(i,2)+hp+dap2 
         da3=stressOld(i,3)+hp+dap3 
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c Tabiei has here g not g2 
         da4=stressOld(i,4)+g2*strainInc(i,4) 
         da5=stressOld(i,5)+g2*strainInc(i,5) 
         da6=stressOld(i,6)+g2*strainInc(i,6) 
c------------------------THE PORTION DEALING WITH PIECEWISE LINEAR---------------------
--- 
         if (stateOld(i,1) .LE. eplat) then 
             ak=sigmazero 
             qhj=zero 
             qh=zero 
         else  
      Do 10 j=3,nmp 
      n=j-2 
      if (ceps(j).eq.0.) then 
      goto 20 
      endif 
   10 n=n+1 
   20 npoint =n+1 
      epsj1=0.   
      epsj=0.    
      sgj1=0.    
      sgj=0.     
      xmult(1)=0 
      xmult(n+1)=1. 
      Do 30 k=2,n 
      xmult(k)=0. 
      test=ceps(k)-stateOld(i,1) 
      if (test.gt.0) then 
      xmult(k)=1. 
      endif 
   30 continue 
      Do 50 k=1,n 
      nn=n-k+2 
      mm=n-k+1 
      xmult(nn)=xmult(nn)-xmult(mm) 
   50 continue 
      Do 70 k=1,n 
      epsj1=epsj1+ceps(k)*xmult(k+1) 
      epsj=epsj+ceps(k+1)*xmult(k+1) 
      sgj1=sgj1+sg(k)*xmult(k+1) 
      sgj=sgj+sg(k+1)*xmult(k+1) 
   70 continue 
      qhj=epsj-epsj1 
      qhj1=1./qhj 
      factor=(stateOld(i,1)-epsj1)*qhj1 
      qhj=sgj-sgj1 
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      ak=sgj1+qhj*factor 
      qh=qhj*qhj1 
      endif   
c -----------------------END OF PIECEWISE CONTINUITY----------------------------------          
c Computing Deviatoric Stress 
         q1=-(da1+da2+da3)/3.+da1 
         q2=-(da1+da2+da3)/3.+da2 
         q3=-(da1+da2+da3)/3.+da3 
         q4=da4 
         q5=da5 
         q6=da6 
c Compute J2 
         aj2=q4*q4+q5*q5+q6*q6+(q1*q1+q2*q2+q3*q3)/2. 
c Computing Yield Function(both include beta) 
         ak2=3.*aj2-ak*ak 
         scle=0. 
c Checking Yield, scle = 1 if plastic  
         if(ak2.gt.0.) then 
         scle=1. 
         endif 
         fac1=one/(3.*g+qh) 
         fac2=3.*g          
         aj1=sqrt(3*abs(aj2))+1.-scle 
c Computing plastic strain Increment 
         depi=scle*fac1*(aj1-ak)          
c Computing Total Plastic Strain 
         stateNew(i,1)=stateOld(i,1)+depi 
         deps=scle*fac2*depi/aj1 
c Stress Update 
         stressNew(i,1)=da1-deps*q1 
         stressNew(i,2)=da2-deps*q2 
         stressNew(i,3)=da3-deps*q3 
         stressNew(i,4)=da4-deps*q4 
         stressNew(i,5)=da5-deps*q5 
         stressNew(i,6)=da6-deps*q6 
      stateNew(i,4)= sqrt(1./2.*((stressNew(i,1)-stressNew(i,2))**2.+ 
     . (stressNew(i,2)-stressNew(i,3))**2.+ 
     . (stressNew(i,3)-stressNew(i,1))**2.+6.*(stressNew(i,4)**2.+ 
     . stressNew(i,5)**2.+stressNew(i,6)**2.))) 
        q=stateNew(i,4)        
c Check for failure          
         if (stateNew(i,1).GE. fs) then 
            stateNew(i,3)=0. 
            stateNew(i,2)=0. 
         endif 
c ENERGY UPDATE 
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c------------------------------------- 
c Update the specific internal energy 
75       stressPower=0.5*((stressOld(i,1)+stressNew(i,1))*strainInc(i,1) 
     .       + (stressOld(i,2)+stressNew(i,2))*strainInc(i,2) 
     .       + (stressOld(i,3)+stressNew(i,3))*strainInc(i,3) 
     .       + 2.*(stressOld(i,4)+stressNew(i,4))*strainInc(i,4)) 
         enerInternNew(i)=enerInternOld(i) 
     .       + stressPower/density(i) 
c update the dissipated inelastic specific energy 
         plasticWorkInc=q * depi 
         enerInelasNew(i) = enerInelasOld(i)  
     .    + plasticWorkInc / density(i) 
c END OF ENERGY UPDATE 
c--------------------------------------- 
100   continue 
c      CLOSE(UNIT=16) 
      return 
      end 

1.2.2 Material	model	for	shell	elements	
c|  Material model for MATINE steel S235J  
c|  Failure according to MMC fracture model scaled according to L/t                       
c|  ------------------------------------------------------------| 
c|  Copyright 2016 Mihkel Kõrgesaar, Aalto University           | 
c|  any changes in this routine should go through:              | 
c|  Mihkel Kõrgesaar                                            | 
c|  D.Sc. (Tech.), Post-doctoral researcher                     | 
c|  Aalto University, Department of Mechanical Engineering      | 
c|  Puumiehentie 5a, 02150 Espoo                                | 
c|  Mob. +358 5056 48878                                        | 
c|  all rights reserved                                         | 
c|  ------------------------------------------------------------|                                           
c/   v2 - 29/09/2016                                               
c/     - added nmp variable. This is needed when discretized str- 
c/     ess strain curve is used 
c/     - damage update added to elastic part as well, otherwise 
c/     it went back to zero.                              
      subroutine vumat( 
C Read only - 
     1 nblock, ndir, nshr, nstatev, nfieldv, nprops, lanneal, 
     2 stepTime, totalTime, dt, cmname, coordMp, charLength, 
     3 props, density, strainInc, relSpinInc, 
     4 tempOld, stretchOld, defgradOld, fieldOld, 
     3 stressOld, stateOld, enerInternOld, enerInelasOld, 
     6 tempNew, stretchNew, defgradNew, fieldNew, 
C Write only - 
     5 stressNew, stateNew, enerInternNew, enerInelasNew ) 
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C 
      include 'vaba_param.inc' 
      parameter( zero = 0., half = 0.5, one = 1., 
     . two=2.,threehalf=1.5) 
C 
      real*8 C1, C2, C3, alfa,e1s,eneck,ef,eplat,D 
      real*8 sigmazero,g,g2,nex,Ah,pt,Lcal,tcal 
      dimension props(nprops), density(nblock), coordMp(nblock,*), 
     1 charLength(nblock), strainInc(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     2 relSpinInc(nblock,nshr), tempOld(nblock), 
     3 stretchOld(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     4 defgradOld(nblock,ndir+nshr+nshr), 
     5 fieldOld(nblock,nfieldv), stressOld(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     6 stateOld(nblock,nstatev), enerInternOld(nblock), 
     7 enerInelasOld(nblock), tempNew(nblock),eigval(nblock,ndir), 
     8 stretchNew(nblock,ndir+nshr), 
     8 defgradNew(nblock,ndir+nshr+nshr), 
     9 fieldNew(nblock,nfieldv), 
     1 stressNew(nblock,ndir+nshr), stateNew(nblock,nstatev),xmult(53), 
     2 enerInternNew(nblock), enerInelasNew(nblock),ceps(53),sg(53) 
c The state variables are stored as 
c STATE(*,1)=effective plastic strain 
c STATE(*,2)=hydrostatic pressure 
c STATE(*,3)=variable controlling deletion 
c STATE(*,4)=von Mises stress 
c STATE(*5)=T*depi 
c STATE(*6)=average T 
c STATE(*7)=calibration function ex 
c STATE(*8)=failure strain 
c STATE(*9)=element length 
c STATE(*10)=MMC criterion 
c STATE(*11) = DAMAGE 
c STATE(*12)= e1 = (2*(2-b).*(1-b+b.^2))./(4-3*b-3*b.^2+4*b.^3)*n; 
c STATE(*14)=-------------------------- 
c STATE(*15)=strain ratio in terms of average stress triax 
c 16 - stress ratio (from average triax) 
      character*80 cmname 
      cmname='Plane stress plasticity with softening' 
C     Defined in property pane 
c Elastic modulus 
c poisson ratio 
c plate thickness 
      E=props(1) 
      pr=props(2) 
      pt=props(3) 
      Lcal=0.005 
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      tcal=0.005 
      nmp=53 
c 
c 
      g2=E/(one + pr) 
      sigmazero=2.80e+8 
      g=half*g2 
c      Ch=6.8e+8 
c      Hf=0.205 - replaced with nex in e1 calc 
c      ezero=0.011635 
      eplat=0.013 
c these will calibrate the input fracture strain 
       C1=0.026 
       C2=340. 
       C3=0.98 
       Ah=613.5 
       nex=0.1826  
c Material curve        
      sg=(/280.00,280.00,280.00,280.00,280.00,285.30,288.50,291.60, 
     . 302.70,324.70,356.20,374.00,388.90,405.80,427.00,445.80, 
     . 455.20,459.90,464.60,469.30,478.70,488.10,497.50,506.90, 
     . 516.30,525.70,530.40,539.80,549.20,558.60,568.00,577.40, 
     . 586.80,610.80,634.80,658.80,682.80,706.80,730.80,754.80, 
     . 778.80,802.80,826.80,850.80,874.80,878.80,898.80,918.80, 
     . 938.80,958.80,978.80,998.80,1018.80/)*1.e+6 
      ceps=(/0.000,0.008,0.010,0.012,0.013,0.014,0.015,0.016, 
     . 0.020,0.030,0.050,0.065,0.080,0.100,0.130,0.170, 
     . 0.190,0.200,0.210,0.220,0.240,0.260,0.280,0.300, 
     . 0.320,0.340,0.350,0.370,0.390,0.410,0.430,0.450, 
     . 0.470,0.530,0.590,0.650,0.710,0.770,0.830,0.890, 
     . 0.950,1.010,1.070,1.130,1.190,1.200,1.250,1.300, 
     . 1.350,1.400,1.450,1.500,1.550/) 
      do 100 i = 1,nblock 
         stateNew(i,14)=14. 
         if (totalTime.LT. 0.0001) then 
            stateNew(i,9)=charLength(i) 
            else 
            stateNew(i,9)=stateOld(i,9) 
         endif 
c        Computing  Normal Strain     
         strainInc(i,3)=-(strainInc(i,1)+strainInc(i,2))*(pr/(one-pr)) 
         davg=(-strainInc(i,1)-strainInc(i,2)-strainInc(i,3))/3.          
c        Computing Hydrostatic Stress(Incremental)   p==hp    
         hp=-davg*E/(one-two*pr)       
c        Computing Total Hydrostatic Stress     hisv(i,2)==thp 
         stateNew(i,2)=stateOld(i,2)-hp   
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c        Computing Trial Stress 
         dap1=g2*(strainInc(i,1)+davg) 
         dap2=g2*(strainInc(i,2)+davg) 
         dap3=g2*(strainInc(i,3)+davg)   
         da1=stressOld(i,1)+hp+dap1 
         da2=stressOld(i,2)+hp+dap2 
         da3=stressOld(i,3)+hp+dap3 
         da4=stressOld(i,4)+g2*strainInc(i,4) 
c------------------------THE PORTION DEALING WITH PIECEWISE LINEAR---------------------
--- 
         if (stateOld(i,1) .LE. eplat) then 
             ak=sigmazero 
             qhj=zero 
             qh=zero 
         else  
      Do 10 j=3,nmp 
      n=j-2 
      if (ceps(j).eq.0.) then 
      goto 20 
      endif 
   10 n=n+1 
   20 npoint =n+1 
      epsj1=0.   
      epsj=0.    
      sgj1=0.    
      sgj=0.     
      xmult(1)=0 
      xmult(n+1)=1. 
      Do 30 k=2,n 
      xmult(k)=0. 
      test=ceps(k)-stateOld(i,1) 
      if (test.gt.0) then 
      xmult(k)=1. 
      endif 
   30 continue 
      Do 50 k=1,n 
      nn=n-k+2 
      mm=n-k+1 
      xmult(nn)=xmult(nn)-xmult(mm) 
   50 continue 
      Do 70 k=1,n 
      epsj1=epsj1+ceps(k)*xmult(k+1) 
      epsj=epsj+ceps(k+1)*xmult(k+1) 
      sgj1=sgj1+sg(k)*xmult(k+1) 
      sgj=sgj+sg(k+1)*xmult(k+1) 
   70 continue 
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      qhj=epsj-epsj1 
      qhj1=1./qhj 
      factor=(stateOld(i,1)-epsj1)*qhj1 
      qhj=sgj-sgj1 
      ak=sgj1+qhj*factor 
      qh=qhj*qhj1 
      endif 
         stateNew(i,13)=ak    
c -----------------------END OF PIECEWISE CONTINUITY----------------------------------          
c Computing Deviatoric Stress 
         q1=-(da1+da2+da3)/3.+da1 
         q2=-(da1+da2+da3)/3.+da2 
         q3=-(q1+q2) 
         q4=da4 
         q456=3.*(q4*q4+zero+zero) 
c Compute J2 
         aj2=q4**2.+(q1**2.+q2**2.+q3**2.)/two  
c Computing Yield Function(both include beta) 
         ak2=3.*aj2-ak*ak 
         scle=0 
c Checking Yield, scle = 1 if plastic  
         if(ak2.gt.0) then 
         scle=1 
         endif 
         if(scle.eq.0) then 
            stressNew(i,1)=da1 
            stressNew(i,2)=da2 
            stressNew(i,3)=zero 
            stressNew(i,4)=da4 
            depi=zero            
c Update the variables u need 
            hs=(stressNew(i,1)+stressNew(i,2)+stressNew(i,3))/3. 
            q = sqrt ( 3./2. * (  
     .     ( stressNew(i, 1) - hs )**2. +  
     .     ( stressNew(i, 2) - hs)**2. +  
     .     ( stressNew(i, 3) - hs )**2. +  
     .      2. * stressNew(i, 4)**2. ) )  
            stateNew(i,4)=q     
            stateNew(i,1)=stateOld(i,1) 
            stateNew(i,5)=stateOld(i,5) 
            stateNew(i,6)=stateOld(i,6) 
            stateNew(i,7)=stateOld(i,7) 
            stateNew(i,11)=stateOld(i,11) 
         goto 75 
         endif 
c Look at LS-DYNA theory manual eq. (19.3.15) 
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         fac1=one/(3.*g+qh) 
      fac2=3.*g 
         sg3new=da3 
         epsnew=strainInc(i,3) 
         strainInc(i,3)=-(strainInc(i,1)+strainInc(i,2)) 
         deps=zero 
c --------------------------------------------------- 
c START PLANE STRESS PLASTICITY ITERATIONS (look at de Souza neto) 
c --------------------------------------------------- 
c Strain increments correspond to softened state (stress not softened) 
          do 55 iter=1,20 
             davg=(-strainInc(i,1)-strainInc(i,2)-strainInc(i,3))/3. 
             hp=-davg*E/(one-two*pr) 
             dap1=g2*(strainInc(i,1)+davg) 
             dap2=g2*(strainInc(i,2)+davg) 
             dap3=g2*(strainInc(i,3)+davg)    
             da1=stressOld(i,1)+hp+dap1 
             da2=stressOld(i,2)+hp+dap2 
             da3=stressOld(i,3)+hp+dap3  
c Total pressure 
             tp=-(da1+da2+da3)/3. 
c Update deviatoric stress    
             q1=tp+da1 
             q2=tp+da2 
             q3=-(q1+q2)    
c compute (3*J2)^0.5 with updated deviatoric components q1 q2 and q3 
             aj1=sqrt(threehalf*(q1**2.+q2**2.+q3**2.)+q456) 
             depi=(aj1-ak)*fac1 
             deps=fac2*depi/aj1 
             sg3lst=sg3new 
             sg3new=da3-deps*q3 
             epslst=epsnew 
             epsnew=strainInc(i,3) 
             demn=1.e-14+(sg3new-sg3lst) 
             epsd=epsnew-epslst 
             strainInc(i,3)=(epslst-sg3lst*epsd/demn) 
             fpara=abs(epsnew-epslst) 
             if (fpara/(abs(strainInc(i,3))+1.e-7).lt.1.e-4) go to 60 
   55     continue   
   60     continue 
c END PLANE STRESS PLASTICITY ITERATIONS    
c Stress Update 
         stressNew(i,1)=da1-deps*q1 
         stressNew(i,2)=da2-deps*q2 
         stressNew(i,3)=zero 
         stressNew(i,4)=da4-deps*q4 
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c Effective Plastic Strain Update           
         stateNew(i,1)=stateOld(i,1)+depi 
c Calculate stress triaxiality 
         hs=(stressNew(i,1)+stressNew(i,2)+stressNew(i,3))/3. 
         q = sqrt ( 3./2. * (  
     .     ( stressNew(i, 1) - hs )**2. +  
     .     ( stressNew(i, 2) - hs)**2. +  
     .     ( stressNew(i, 3) - hs )**2. +  
     .      2. * stressNew(i, 4)**2. ) ) 
c              call vsprinc(i,stressNew,eigval,ndir,nshr) 
c         stateNew(i,11)=max(eigval(i,1),eigval(i,2),eigval(i,3)) 
         stateNew(i,4)=q 
c Average triaxiality int((T*de))/eps --> state(7) 
         stateNew(i,5)=stateOld(i,5)+hs/q*depi 
         stateNew(i,6)=stateNew(i,5)/stateNew(i,1) 
c Strain ratio e2/e1 
       stateNew(i,15)=-(3.*stateNew(i,6)**2. + sqrt(3.)*stateNew(i,6)* 
     .  sqrt(-(3.*stateNew(i,6)- 2.)*(3.*stateNew(i,6) + 2.)) - 2.)/ 
     .  (2.*(3.*stateNew(i,6)**2. - 1.)) 
c stress ratio      
       stateNew(i,16)=(1.+2.*stateNew(i,15))/(stateNew(i,15)+2.) 
       stateNew(i,12)= (2.*(2.-stateNew(i,16))*(1.-stateNew(i,16)+ 
     . stateNew(i,16)**2.))/(4.-3.*stateNew(i,16)-3.*stateNew(i,16)**2.+ 
     . 4.*stateNew(i,16)**3.)*nex 
         if (stateNew(i,6).GE.(1./3.)) then          
      eneck=2./sqrt(3.)*sqrt(1.+stateNew(i,15)+ 
     . stateNew(i,15)**2.)*stateNew(i,12) 
      stateNew(i,10)=(Ah*(C3+sqrt(3.)*(1.-C3)* 
     . (1./cos((1./3.)*asin((13.5)*stateNew(i,6)**3. 
     . -(4.5)*stateNew(i,6)))-1.)/(2.-sqrt(3.)))*((1./3.)*sqrt 
     . (3.*C1**2.+3.)*cos((1./3.)*asin((13.5)*stateNew(i,6)**3.-(4.5)* 
     . stateNew(i,6)))+C1*(stateNew(i,6)-(1./3.)*sin((1./3.)* 
     . asin((13.5)*stateNew(i,6)**3.-(4.5)* 
     . stateNew(i,6)))))/C2)**(-1./nex)      
c Failure strain based on calibration function          
c In this equation hsvs10 should be calibration function ex, but since i have  
c Lcal==tcal it becomes the same as failure strain, i.e. hsvs10          
c calibration function--->       stateNew(i,7)=eneck+(stateNew(i,10)-eneck)*pt/stateNew(i,9)  
        stateNew(i,7)=eneck+(stateNew(i,10)-eneck)*Lcal/tcal  
c failure strain 
        stateNew(i,8)=eneck+(stateNew(i,7)-eneck)*pt/stateNew(i,9)  
        D=depi/stateNew(i,8)    
         endif         
         stateNew(i,11)=stateOld(i,11)+D      
c Element deletion (damage parameter larger than critical damage) 
c----------------------------------------------------------             
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         if (stateNew(i,11).GE. 1.) then 
            stateNew(i,3)=0. 
            stateNew(i,2)=0. 
         endif 
c ENERGY UPDATE 
c------------------------------------- 
c Update the specific internal energy 
75       stressPower=0.5*((stressOld(i,1)+stressNew(i,1))*strainInc(i,1) 
     .       + (stressOld(i,2)+stressNew(i,2))*strainInc(i,2) 
     .       + (stressOld(i,3)+stressNew(i,3))*strainInc(i,3) 
     .       + 2.*(stressOld(i,4)+stressNew(i,4))*strainInc(i,4)) 
         enerInternNew(i)=enerInternOld(i) 
     .       + stressPower/density(i) 
c update the dissipated inelastic specific energy 
         plasticWorkInc=q * depi 
         enerInelasNew(i) = enerInelasOld(i)  
     .    + plasticWorkInc / density(i) 
c END OF ENERGY UPDATE 
c--------------------------------------- 
100   continue 
c      CLOSE(UNIT=16) 
      return 
      end 
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